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The prospect of operating under a climatechange-denying serial wind farm objector
will not fill the US wind sector with much
joy. However, there is still great potential
for US wind, which has been one of the
sector’s big success stories of 2016.
The main reason for this is the five-year
extension of the production tax credit,
which has given certainty to developers,
investors and manufacturers. But the falling cost of wind power compared to other
sources of electricity has helped too. For
that, we must ensure we recognise the
contribution of companies and individuals.
That is exactly what we will do in the fifthannual Top 100 Power People.
More than half of people in this table work
for companies that are involved in North
America as their primary or secondary
market, and the overall number of USbased individuals is up by a third this year.

The company’s success in driving down the
costs of offshore wind over the last year
owes a great debt to Leupold’s background
working for ABB and other big firms. Turn
to page 6 now if you want to read the
whole interview.
And second, we went to meet Ian Mays
who, until last month, was chief executive
of the RES Group. He retired from the role
in October after 36 years at the company,
but his passion for wind is undimmed. He
talks us through his views on the future of
the industry; RES’s strategy over the next
few years; and his plans for retirement.
Mays is a true legend of the industry and
we expect him to stay very involved in the
sector. You can read the interview on page
21 to find out exactly how involved.
That is plenty to get through. As usual, we
want to thank our judges (page 4) for their
help in coming up with this league table,
and all of our subscribers and members for
your support over the last year.
Here’s to a prosperous 2017 – whatever a
Trump presidency means for the world. n

Meanwhile, Europe continues to dominate,
which reflects where most of the large
manufacturers and investors are based;
while the Chinese slowdown has hit Asia.
You can read more about the composition
of the Top 100 on page 11; and profiles of
the full 100 from page 13. Details of the
ranking process are on page 5.
In addition, we are giving you more highlevel insight and market analysis that we
have ever featured in the Top 100. We have
interviewed two of wind’s big hitters, both
of whom have made big contributions to
the wind industry in recent years.
First, we interviewed Samuel Leupold, head
of wind at Dong Energy, during a recent
trip to London. As the world’s largest
offshore wind developer, Dong has
completed a series of major deals this year,
including winning the 700MW Borssele
tender; listing 17.4% of the company on
the stock exchange in Copenhagen; and
making moves into emerging markets in
the US and Asia.

Not a member? Sign up today!
If you like the Top 100 Power People
and want to access all of our reports
and newsletters throughout the year,
check out our membership options at
www.awordaboutwind.com/subscribe
Silver Membership
1 user, 12 months
£395
Gold Membership
5 users, 12 months
£895
Platinum Membership
unlimited users, 12 months
£4,500
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THE EXPERTS

To help select the Top 100, each year we bring together a
senior advisory panel to provide an outside perspective
Fintan Whelan

Per Hornung Pedersen
Senior Adviser
Renewables Funds

Chief Executive, American
Wind Energy Association

Fintan has been active in the sustainability
business since 2000, when he joined Irish
energy firm Airtricity. He spent eight
years as corporate finance manager and
raised more than €1bn of project and
corporate debt to fund the company’s rapid
development and build programme using
innovative financing structures.

Per spent 20 years in various managerial positions at companies in a range of
sectors before joining the wind industry
in 2000, as CFO in NEG Micon/Vestas.
He moved to Indian turbine manufacturer
Suzlon in 2004, where he was responsible
for international operations.

Tom joined the American Wind Energy
Association as chief executive in 2013.
AWEA is a trade body that represents
firms in the US wind industry, and Tom
has joined our judging panel this year to
give his perspective on the biggest names
in the North American market.

He then took over at REpower (now
Senvion) in 2007 and, in his role as CEO,
doubled turnover to €1.3bn. Per left
REpower in 2011 and, since then, has
been active in a number of supervisory
boards as well as acting as industry adviser
to a number of private equity funds and
other companies.

Before AWEA, Tom spent 15 years as
president of the National Parks Conservation Association; and has been deputy
assistant administratror of the US Environmental Protection Agency’s Office of
Air & Radiation, where he assisted in leading the implementation of the 1990 Clean
Air Act Amendments. He has also been
president of the Aubudon Society of New
Hampshire; and a senior consultant at Arthur Andersen & Co.

Independent Investor

In 2008, he co-founded Mainstream
Renewable Power and worked as
corporate finance director. Key successes
included working directly with Japan’s
Marubeni Corporation, which led them
to make an equity commitment of €100m
for 25% of Mainstream in 2013. He left
the company last year.
Fintan now works with early- and growthstage renewables firms on business model
development and execution plans leading
to raising capital. These include Emerging
Markets Power, a greenfield developer of
wind projects in sub-Saharan Africa; SolarCool Ireland, which supplies solar panels
for air conditioning/refrigeration systems;
and Digital Array Control Systems, a
battery array product developer.

Per is senior adviser to MCF Corporate
Finance in Hamburg; senior advisor to
Atrium Partners in Copenhagen; senior
advisor to Apricum CleanTechAdvisory
in Berlin; independent director at Suzlon Energy; and last year he joined the
supervisory board of German developer
PNE Wind.

Tom Kiernan

Tom is a native of Arlington, Virginia; has
an undergraduate degree from Dartmouth College in Environmental Computer Modeling; and an MBA from Stanford’s Graduate School of Business.

© A Word About Wind, 2016
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THE RANKING PROCESS
T

o make the rankings in the Top 100 as credible as possible, and to reduce the level of editorial subjectivity
in the process, we went through the following process:
1 January: Started accepting industry nominations.
1 June: Started promotion to attract wide range of nominations.
8 June: Started desk-based research after publishing Legal Power List.
31 August: Closed to nominations. Started work on shortlist.
5 September: Started research on those in last year’s Top 100.
23 September: Sent shortlist to judging panel for feedback and rankings.
24 October: Made final cuts and started ranking. The positions and views in this report are
those of our editorial staff, and not necessarily those of the judging panel. Our decisions are final.
31 October: Finalised rankings and started report production.

8 November: Top 100 published.
We have made every effort to be comprehensive, and to ensure that profiles are accurate and up-todate at the time of publication. However, if there are important factual inaccuracies that you feel need
correction, please get in touch with Richard at editorial@awordaboutwind.com

The team behind A Word About Wind
Richard Heap Editor, A Word About Wind
Richard has spent 11 years in business journalism. He joined award-winning commercial property magazine
Property Week in 2006 and worked his way up to assistant editor. In 2011, he moved to the Sunday Times Fast
Track in 2011 to work on league table programmes including Profit Track 100 and Tech Track 100. He joined
A Word About Wind as editor in early 2014 to manage the newsletters, special reports and host events.

Ilaria Valtimora Analyst, A Word About Wind
Ilaria joined A Word About Wind as an analyst in October 2016. Her background is in economics and
banking, and she started her career working for some major Italian banks. Before joining A Word About Wind,
she spent three years at forex broker Fidelis, analysing and writing about foreign exchange markets for private
clients and media groups including Bloomberg.

Adam Barber Managing Director, The Tamarindo Group

Adam is managing director of the Tamarindo Group, a director of Tamarindo Communications and publisher
of A Word About Wind. For the past 13 years he has worked in the financial services and energy investment
space, enabling individuals and companies to build and protect their business and brands. Adam has worked
in the City across a range of specialisms, including reputation management, PR and stakeholder engagement.
© A Word About Wind, 2016
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LEUPOLD
BLOOMS
Samuel Leupold, head of wind
power at Dong Energy, talks
to Richard Heap about costcutting, emerging markets and
the firm’s controversial IPO

“I

keep telling my team that we are
incredibly privileged to be in one part
of the European power sector that thrives,
and even offers overseas opportunities.”

shares in Copenhagen. All of these deals
have captured the imagination of those
working in offshore wind – and it is a sector that excites Leupold too.

For Samuel Leupold, that is quite some
team. Leupold is executive vice president
at Danish utility Dong Energy, with
responsibility for the wind sector, which
means he is in charge of 2,000 people and
heads the strategy of the world’s leading
offshore wind developer. He is instrumental in driving down the cost of offshore
wind and moving it into new territories.

“I really do believe that devoting one’s
lifetime and energy to power, and all the
dilemmas and opportunities around it, is
a very meaningful thing… And creating a
system that answers the very basic need
of society for power, while at the same
time trying to find ways to not destroy the
planet, that’s an extremely relevant question and a great opportunity which we’re
offered,” he says.

On a recent visit to London, he took the
time to talk to A Word About Wind about
the company’s headline-grabbing deals of
the last year.
These included the utility’s record low
winning bid in the Dutch government’s
700MW Borssele 1 and 2 tender in July;
its moves into the fledgling offshore wind
markets in the US and Asia; and its initial
public offering in June, which valued the
company at €13bn as it listed 17.4% of its

OFFSHORE OPPORTUNITIES
Leupold joined Dong Energy in 2013, and
has spent most of the last two decades
working in the power sector.
After graduating with a master’s degree in
mechanical engineering from ETH Swiss
Federal Institute of Technology, he spent
six years at ABB Power Generation in the
gas-fired power division. Leupold left ABB
© A Word About Wind, 2016
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Source: WindEurope via Flickr
in 2001 to join management consultancy
McKinsey, as a consultant to utilities and
other companies in the energy sector. He
then left McKinsey in 2003 to join Swiss
company Bühler, which specialises in developing food production technology, and
Source: DONG Energy then joined Swiss utility BKW in 2006.

“We couldn’t see
where we would have a
competitive advantage in
onshore wind in the long
term, so we decided to
divest. I think that was
the right decision.”

During his seven years at BKW he helped
the firm to build up its production capacity
in Italy and Germany, including an onshore
wind portfolio, and then moved to head
up wind operations at Dong Energy.
He joined Dong at an interesting time. In
February 2013, the firm made a strategic
decision to sell its onshore wind and hydro
assets so it could focus its efforts offshore.
In June 2013, it agreed to sell a 196MW
onshore wind portfolio, made up of 272
turbines on 80 sites, to Danish utility SE
and pension fund PFA. Dong completed
the sale of its remaining onshore wind
projects in December 2014, as it divested
its 33% stake in Norwegian onshore wind
developer Zephyr to its three Norwegian
co-shareholders; and its 80% stake in the
30MW Storrun wind farm in Sweden to
Australian pension fund, Prime Super.
“We couldn’t see where we would have
a competitive advantage in onshore wind
in the long term, so we decided to divest.
I think that was the right decision,” he says.
Leupold adds that it would not now make
sense for his team to dilute its position in
offshore wind by focusing on other sec-

tors, but adds that the company’s other
divisions give it a broader focus than just
offshore wind. It also operates in the bioenergy and thermal sectors.
Leupold has a track record, and it is his
background at ABB that gives us the most
insight into Dong’s current strategy.
DRIVING COST REDUCTIONS
One of the biggest challenges for those
working in the offshore sector has been
to reduce the levelized cost of energy, and
Dong achieved a price of €72.70/MWh –
excluding the cost of transmission – in the
Dutch government’s 700MW Borssele 1
and 2 tender in June.
This enabled the industry to achieve a sub€100/MWh cost of offshore power four
years before the 2020 target that most
developers had been aiming for. Leupold
says he has been able to apply some of the
lessons he learnt from ABB in the 1990s,
when the firm was seeking to drive down
the cost of turnkey combined-cycle power
plants, to the offshore wind industry.
This includes standardising schemes; introducing cost reduction targets to all parts
of the process; and working with suppliers
to help achieve those cost reductions. He
says: “That is pretty much how we did it in
ABB, and that methodology I was certainly
familiar with, and I think I could help… introduce that in our approach to cost trajectory at Dong Energy.”
© A Word About Wind, 2016
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Leupold says there are three main factors behind the rate of cost reduction in Dong’s winning Borssele bid. These also apply to Swedish
firm Vattenfall’s winning bid of €60/MWh
for the 350MW Vesterhav nearshore duo in
Danish waters, announced in September.
The first of these factors has been investment
by manufacturers including Siemens and MHI
Vestas in ever-larger offshore turbines.
The second has been the investment by firms
across the supply chain about how to make
offshore turbine installation more efficient.
And the third factor has been an increase in
the size of offshore wind farms. The largest
offshore wind farm currently operational is the
630MW London Array, but few in the industry
question Dong’s ability to deliver projects of
the scale of the 1.2GW Hornsea 1 or larger.
“You don’t build a nuclear power plant in the
150MW range,” he says. “You build it over
1GW because otherwise it is not cost efficient.
And it’s the same thing in offshore wind. The
fact we could combine Borssele 1 and 2 into
one bid was a very important driver.”
Dong is among 26 bidders taking part in the
Dutch government’s 680MW Borssele 3 and
4 auction, which closed on 29 September. The
results are due later this year, and could see the
industry take another step towards a target of
a levelized cost of energy from offshore wind
farms of under €80/MWh by 2025.
ENTERING AMERICA AND ASIA
As well as leading Dong’s cost reduction
strategy, Leupold is also tasked with heading
the firm’s move into the fledgling offshore
markets of North America and Asia.

Vital statistics
Name: Samuel Leupold
Born: 12 April 1970 in Switzerland
Educated: ETH Swiss Federal Institute of Technology
Lives: Copenhagen, Denmark
Career: Joined ABB Power Generation in 1996 and
worked on combined cycle power plants, before
moving to McKinsey as a consultant in 2001. In
2003, he moved to Swiss firm Bühler, and joined
Swiss utility BKW in 2006. After seven years, he
joined Dong Energy to head its wind operations.
Personal interests: Family, gardening, skiing, a bit of
biking, politics and history

“Travelling is getting more heavy,’ he admits. “I
am very involved given that this is an important part of our strategy… and I very much
believe that you need to go and see things. It’s
much more valuable to see once in order to
know, compared to hearing 100 times.”
The company concluded its first major move
outside Europe in April 2015, when it took
over development rights from the US arm
of RES Group for a 1GW scheme called Bay
State Wind, which is set to be located off the
coast of Massachusetts. Dong followed this in
May 2016 by buying development rights for a
second 1GW project, called Ocean Wind, off
the New Jersey coast from RES. Leupold says
he anticipates completing the pair between
2020 and 2025.
© A Word About Wind, 2016
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Going public: Dong Energy concluded its
IPO in Copenhagen on 9 June 2016
Dong’s entry into the US market came at
a difficult time: the Bay State Wind deal
concluded shortly after the market’s flagship scheme, the 468MW Cape Wind,
started to unravel after utilities National
Grid and NStar terminated their power
purchase deals in January 2015.

“To what degree could
a company like ours
be part of the Chinese
market? That’s a question
that has not yet found a
very clear answer.”

He says: “We were daring to enter the
market when the narrative around offshore wind was rather negative… [but]
we have a pretty fundamental view on
offshore markets, and that’s a much more
important driver to us than any kind of
short-term tactical momentum.”
The prospects for offshore wind in the
US has improved this year with the completion of the five-turbine 30MW Block
Island scheme by Deepwater Wind, but
more are needed if the market is to keep
its momentum. Dong could be at the forefront of this. In August, the government of
Massachusetts adopted an energy bill that
committed utilities to buy 1.6GW of offshore wind power, which means that Dong
is now able to start drawing up detailed
development plans for Bay State Wind.
The company does not yet have the same
clarity from New Jersey over Ocean Wind.
Meanwhile, the company this summer set
up an office in Taiwan, which Leupold says
should give it a foothold in markets including China, Japan, South Korea and Taiwan.
He says that getting into China would be
a big challenge: “To what degree could a
company like ours be part of the market?
That’s a question that has not yet found a

very clear answer.”
The US and Asia have great potential, but
it is Dong’s projects in Europe – including
the 1.2GW Hornsea 1, the 700MW Borssele 1 and 2, the 660MW Walney extension, and the 580MW Race Bank – that will
remain its priorities (see page 10).
INITIAL PUBLIC OFFERING
The utility’s other big deal of 2016 was its
listing of 17.4% of the company’s shares
on the Copenhagen Stock Exchange for
€2.3bn, which valued the company at
€13bn. The initial public offering was the
biggest of the year so far when it concluded in June, but has since been overtaken
by German utility RWE’s listing of a 25%
stake in Innogy for €5bn.
Leupold says Dong’s IPO would not affect
its strategy in wind and has not given the
utility any more spending power because it
did not issue any secondary shares. But, he
says that it is a strong vote of confidence in
Dong’s future plans: “That is, for me, what
I really read out of the response from the
market, having been very heavily involved
in the road show.”
The IPO has re-opened the debate about
the involvement of Goldman Sachs.
Goldman bought a 19% stake in Dong
in controversial circumstances in January
2014, and the Danish government has
faced controversy repeatedly over the last
three years over accusations that it sold
the stake too cheaply. Goldman’s investment followed a difficult time for Dong, in
© A Word About Wind, 2016
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Dong’s development pipeline
Project name

Location

Size
(MW)

Number of
turbines

Turbine
manufacturer

Ownership

Status

Estimated
Completion

Gode Wind 1

North Sea, Germany

332

55

Siemens

DONG (50%), Global Infrastructure Partners (50%)

Under construction

2016

Gode Wind 2

North Sea, Germany

252

42

Siemens

DONG (50%), PKA (24.75%),
Industriens Pension (10.5%),
Lærernes Pension (8.75%) und
Lægernes Pensionskass (6%)

Under construction

2017

Race Bank

North Norfolk Coast,
UK

573

91

Siemens

DONG (100%)

Under construction

2018

Walney Extension

Irish Sea, UK

659

87

MHI Vestas
(Phase 1),
Siemens
(Phase 2)

DONG (100%)

In development

2018

Borssele 1

North Sea,
Netherlands

350

95

-

DONG (100%)

In development

2020

Borssele 2

North Sea,
Netherlands

350

95

-

DONG (100%)

In development

2020

240

Siemens

DONG (100%)

Under construction

2020

-

DONG (100%)

In development

2020 or later

Hornsea 1

Yorkshire Coast, UK

1200

Bay State Wind

North Atlantic Ocean,
US

1000

Gode Wind 3

North Sea, Germany

316

57

Siemens

DONG (100%)

In development

2020 or later

Hornsea 2

North Sea, North
Norfolk Coast, UK

1800

300

-

DONG (100%)

Construction could
start in 2017

2020 or later

Hornsea 3

North Sea, North
Norfolk Coast, UK

2400

112

-

DONG (100%)

In development

2020 or later

Hornsea 4

North Sea, North
Norfolk Coast, UK

1000

112

-

DONG (100%)

In development

2021 or later

Isle of Man

Isle of Man Territorial
Seas, Isle of Man

700

-

-

DONG (100%)

In development

2022 or later

Ocean Wind

New Jersey, US

1000

-

-

DONG (100%)

In development

2023 or later

which it tried and failed to list three times
between 2006 and 2008; and suffered major losses in 2012 due to problems with its
gas assets. This prompted a strategic shift.

“When Goldman came
in together with their
partners, they fully
bought into the offshore
strategy and were
extremely supportive in
implementing it.”

The financial turnaround plan that followed this period involved Dong focusing
its business on where it thought it could
make most impact. This included divesting
its onshore wind assets so it could focus
offshore. However, the plan to invest heavily in offshore meant the business needed
to raise fresh capital. The Danish government eventually agreed that it could do
so, but refused to inject new equity itself.
Dong needed some big investors.
In 2013, Goldman Sachs and Danish pension funds ATP and PFA made what was
regarded as the only serious offer to inject
equity into the Danish utility. The proposal
to sell a 19% stake to Goldman’s private
equity and investment arm for €2bn led
to public fury that the state was selling its
prime assets. The argument also split Denmark’s coalition government and threatened to bring down the parliament. Eventually, it was approved in January 2014.
“I think it is very visible to the outside world
that, when Goldman came in together with
their partners, they fully bought into the
offshore strategy and were extremely sup-

portive in following up on that strategy
and implementing it,” he says.
The 2014 deal meant the Danish government owned 59% of Dong, with Goldman
owning 19% and minority shareholders
owning the rest. This year’s IPO enabled
the government to reduce its own stake
to 50.4%, and also enabled Goldman to
sell almost one-quarter of its shares for an
estimated €520m. Goldman has also seen
the value of its investment in Dong double
over the last two years, prompting accusations that Denmark sold too cheaply.
But Leupold says the financial support that
this deal provided has enabled Dong to
grow, with wind at the heart of its plans, to
the benefit of the Danish public: “The biggest shareholder was the Danish state, and
still is the Danish state, so apart from all of
the polemics around it I think the company has done well and that Danish citizens
have largely benefited from that alongside
the minority shareholders..”
And, if Dong can keep reducing the cost
of offshore wind power, the public in Denmark and beyond will keep benefiting.That
is what excites Leupold: “This sector is
where relevance meets opportunity. It’s a
blessing to be allowed to work in these
times and in this industry.” n
© A Word About Wind, 2016
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ANALYSING
THE TOP 100
Global shifts in wind are reflected in the
composition of the fifth-annual Top 100
Power People, reports Ilaria Valtimora
The Top 100 operate
mainly in Europe and
the US, with a growing
presence of the North
American market.

American power: Ocotillo wind
farm in California

B

ig buyouts, new financing structures,
and a decline in the influence of
Europe. These are just some of the trends
affecting the composition of the fifthannual Top 100.
As in previous years, no single sector
dominates. Utilities, developers and
manufacturers are all playing key roles
in the growth of the industry (see graph
1, next page). However, the number of
people from corporate electricity buyers
has doubled since last year, to six, which
shows the growing importance of longterm power purchase agreements to make
schemes viable.

This is in contrast to the yieldco sector,
where the number of individuals representing these companies has slipped from
three in 2015 to one this year.
This highlights the increased challenges
that the structures have faced as investors
have treated them with greater scepticism,
which is understandable given the highprofile collapse of SunEdison.That sector is
now improving again though, so they may
make a return in next year’s table.
Predictably, onshore wind has a larger
representation in the table, with 57 people
working in it exclusively (see graph 2, next
page). This shows that it is still by far the
largest part of the sector, although the
offshore sector is performing well, with 43
people working either partly or exclusively
in it. That shows the size and complexity of
funding and building schemes at sea.
In addition, the fact there are 29 people
working in both offshore and onshore
shows how more firms in the wind market
are diversifying their businesses.
This is partly because of growing support
for offshore wind due to positive
policies in Europe and falling costs of
offshore wind. The looming buyout of
Gamesa by Siemens shows the attraction
to firms of being in both.

Source: Daxis via Flickr

The Top 100 operate mainly in Europe
and the US, with a growing presence of
the North American market both in our
participants’ main and in the secondary
markets (see graph 3, next page).

© A Word About Wind, 2016
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And despite the new entrants, you will
already be very familiar with 15 of our 100
Top as they have appeared for all five years,
which is a significant achievement in a fastmoving sector.

In our view, this demonstrates the rising
confidence of key people to invest in
the US wind industry after, in December
2015, its government extended the expiry
date for the federal renewable electricity
production tax credit, to December 2019.
It has been a big support for the industry,
and gives businesses the confidence they
need to invest.

Notably, in 2016, 11 women have been
ranked in the Top 100, after just four in
2012, six in 2013, eight in 2014, and back to
seven in 2015. The increased female representation in top jobs shows an encouraging
sign that the industry is making the right
steps to support women in key roles.

The Top 100 this year also features 40
completely new names (see graph 4),
which again we partly see as the result of
more representatives from North America
and large corporates.

Talented women in the sector are taking
on more responsibility at large players, and
also carving out a niche by launching their
own firms. This is not about tokenism. It is
about encouraging skilled people to enter
the wind sector and stay there – though,
as this Top 100 shows, there is certainly no
shortage of talented individuals working in
the wind industry. n

But that is not the only reason. We are
seeing more developers who are building projects for pure financial investors,
as opposed to the traditional build-andown business model of utilities. We will be
fascinated to see how this continues to
develop throughout 2017.

Breaking down the Top 100
(1) Utilities and developers lead the way
State-backed
Investor
Yieldco
Adviser 4%
1%
5%

(2) Forty-three have some involvement offshore

22%
Utility
22%

Corporate
6%

Both
29%

Private Equity
8%

57%

Onshore

Bank
8%
Developer
20%

Fund Manager
11%

14%

Offshore
Manufacturer
15%

(3) Europe and North America remain key for our Top 100

(4) Previous appearances on Top 100 Power People
Four

80

15%

70
60

Three

50
40

None
40%

7%

30
20
10
0

Two
Europe

North America

Main market

Asia

South America

Secondary market

16%

Africa

22%

One
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Alla Weinstein Founder, Trident Winds

Entrepreneur Weinstein is a prominent figure in the offshore wind sector’s move towards floating turbines. She left her
role as chief executive and founder of floating foundation developer Principle Power after eight years in 2015 to set up
developer Trident Winds, which is proposing to build a 765MW floating wind farm off the coast of California. Weinstein has
said that the project would not only benefit energy users, by providing power for 200,000 homes, but would also bring a
new industry into the tech-savvy US state.

Paul Gaynor CEO, Longroad Energy Partners

Gaynor founded Longroad Energy Partners earlier this year – and his career has been on a winding road in the last year.
Gaynor has over 25 years’ experience in the energy sector and he co-founded US developer First Wind in 2004 before
growing it to a business with an equity value of $1.5bn. SunEdison bought First Wind for $2.4bn in 2015 and made Gaynor
an executive vice-president – but he left in early 2016 before SunEdison filed for chapter 11 bankruptcy protection. He has
now co-founded Longroad Energy Partners and is looking to repeat First Wind’s success.

Laura Folse CEO, BP Wind Energy

Folse heads the wind operations of global oil and gas company BP, where she leads a team that operates 14 wind farms in
the US with total headline capacity of over 1.5GW. She took up the role in January but her experience at BP stretches back
to 1998, and she spent the 16 years before that at US oil company Amoco. Folse is tasked with leading BP’s plans to grow
in wind again after the firm looked to exit the sector on two occasions, and said that BP is evaluating options for projects
in the US after the five-year production tax credit extension.

Alexandra von Bernstorff Managing Partner, Luxcara

Founded in 2009, Luxcara specialises in buying, structuring, financing and operating wind and solar portfolios; and
manages an investment volume of around €2bn. Co-founder von Bernstorff has more than ten years’ experience in
renewable energy investment, and was previously chief executive of renewable energy investor Renewagy, where she
worked with Luxcara co-founder Kathrin Oechtering. The company’s portfolio is split between France, Germany, Italy,
Scandinavia and the UK; and it bought a 111MW scheme in Norway in September.

Martin Pacovsky Director, CEZ Group

Pacovsky joined ČEZ Group, the largest utility in central and eastern Europe, in 2005 and has headed its operations in
Romania and Turkey, among other roles. In December, he became head of renewables and is tasked with leading the
historically fossil fuels-focused firm into renewables in established markets. In August, he set out plans to add up to 700MW
of offshore wind in the UK, France and Germany to its wind portfolio; and is also looking to expand onshore. ČEZ already
operates the 600MW Fantanele-Cogealac wind farm in Romania.

LEADING FINANCIAL ADVISORS TO THE RENEWABLE ENERGY SECTOR
Founded in 2002, Augusta & Co is a leading specialist ﬁnancial advisory ﬁrm in the renewable
energy sector in Europe. We have successfully closed some 73 transactions to an aggregate value
in excess of €7.5 billion and for 14 years have been at the forefront of pioneering transactions in
the sector.
We provide a full-service advisory offering independent of any capital provider. Our services include
mergers and acquisitions, capital raising, capital structure optimisation, ﬁnancial restructuring and
strategic advisory work. We specialise particularly in large, complex, cross-border portfolios in
established clean-energy technologies.
Transactions in 2016 have included:

www.augustaco.com
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Ross McArthur MD of Renewable Energy, John Laing

McArthur is head of renewable energy at UK-based infrastructure investor John Laing, which has made some major inroads
into wind. In the last 12 months, the company has bought its first onshore wind schemes in France; and, in August, it did its
first deal offshore by buying a 30% stake in the 110MW Nordergründe project.The business also owns 30% of the 200MW
Hornsdale 1 and 2 developments in Australia. Overall, half of John Laing’s investments in the first half of 2016 were in wind
and we expect it to remain active in the next 12 months.

Ward Thomas President & CEO, Sentient Science

Thomas is responsible for Sentient Science’s move from a niche software and materials firm into a serious commercial
player in sectors including wind. The company was launched in 2001 to use digital modelling to predict machinery failure
rates. It went commercial in 2014, with the aim of helping wind farm owners to reduce their levelised cost of energy by
$10/MWh, and now works with companies including Acciona. It forecasts that its systems will be used on 50,000 turbines
worldwide by mid-2017 and hopes a recent $17m investment from Toba Capital will help it reach 1million by 2020.

Paddy Padmanathan President & CEO, ACWA Power

When Padmanathan entered the Top 100 two years ago, Saudi Arabian water and electricity firm ACWA Power had just
bought a controlling stake in the project company behind the 120MW Khalladi project in Morocco, which was to be its first
significant wind farm. The firm had also announced plans to invest $7.4bn in wind and solar in the Middle East and North
Africa. ACWA now owns 70% of the Khalladi scheme, on which it reached financial close in June, and is looking to commission it in early 2018. The business is also looking at a 100MW second phase of the project.

Gernot Blanke CEO, WPD

Gernot Blanke co-founded German developer WPD in 1996, and set up its offshore arm in 2000. Since then, the group has
developed projects with combined capacity of 3.6GW, and has 6.7GW more in its development pipeline. WPD’s recent
successes include winning the right to develop three projects totalling 350MW in Chile; and moving into the US market
by buying the US arm of German rival Volkswind. In addition, in August, the firm installed the first turbine on the site of its
111 MW Nordergründe offshore wind farm.

Fraser McLachlan CEO, GCube Insurance Services

McLachlan leads renewables insurer GCube, which insures over 30GW of projects globally and has underwriting capacity of
just under $700m for wind and solar. With one foot on each side of the Atlantic, GCube is a major force when it comes to
managing project risk. Its recent innovations have included ‘weather risk transfer’, which enables investors to protect returns
from their projects when wind speeds are low. GCube has also been making its data available, in areas including turbine
fires and cable faults, to help raise industry standards.

Thomas Brehler Global Head of Power, Renewables & Water, KfW IPEX-Bank

Brehler has headed the renewables team at this German bank, which is a major provider of debt to the wind sector, for
just over two years. This year, the company’s highlights in wind have included being involved in the £1.3bn re-financing of
the 402MW Dudgeon offshore wind farm; and supporting a €160m lending package for Enercon to grow in Uruguay. This
builds on its track record from 2015, when it joined the €1.3bn debt group for the €1.9bn Veja Mate financing; and backed
the 332MW Nordsee One. On land, it is also active in South Africa, Australia and Montenegro.

Ian Berry Head of Infrastructure Equity, Aviva Investors

Berry has managed infrastructure and renewable energy investment at Aviva Investors, the fund management arm of
insurer Aviva, since he joined from BlueCrest Capital in 2009. Aviva Investors has £319bn of assets under management
across a range of funds, which it manages for clients including high-profile investors; and Berry’s 25-strong team manages
assets worth €5bn, including wind and solar farms. It is also looking to do more in wind and, in December, Aviva Investors
joined a group of 20 major investors calling on the world’s biggest corporates to commit to 100% renewables targets.

Marie de Graaf Head of Renewable Energy, ABN Amro

Dutch bank ABN Amro appointed de Graaf, one of the founders of renewables financial advisor Green Giraffe, as its
head of renewable energy in February. She has been tasked with using her strong experience in financial and contractual
structuring of offshore wind projects to help to further expand and position ABN Amro’s renewable energy business
globally. Before joining the bank, she spent six-and-a-half years at Green Giraffe, and was previously at renewables developer
Evelop International and Dutch bank NIBC.

Declan Flanagan CEO, Lincoln Clean Energy

Flanagan set up Chicago-based developer Lincoln Clean Energy in 2009, and the company has since developed projects
involving over $1.5bn in capital investment in states including California, New Jersey and Texas. Lincoln was acquired by I
Squared Capital in late 2015, and it now plans to deploy over $250m of equity capital as it builds its backlog of development
projects. In September, retail giant Amazon chose Lincoln to develop a 253MW wind farm in Texas. Flanagan was previously
CEO of E.On’s North American business.

Joost Bergsma Managing Partner & CEO, Glennmont Partners

Bergsma set up Glennmont Partners with co-founders Peter Dickson and Scott Lawrence three years ago as a spin-off
from BNP Paribas Investment Partners, to take advantage of their reputation in the sector: the trio have worked together
since 2007. Glennmont is now one of Europe’s largest investment managers focused on renewables, and has invested over
€1.5bn in 32 clean energy infrastructure projects with headline capacity of over 850MW. Its biggest deal of 2016 was its
acquisition of a 245MW portfolio of five assets in Italy.
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Jorge Calvet CEO, Jenner Renewables

Calvet was replaced as chief executive of Spanish manufacturer and developer Gamesa in 2012, after the firm’s share price
slumped during his two-and-a-half years in the role. He returned to the headlines in September 2015 after his new outfit,
Jenner Renewables, formed a partnership with Denham Capital to build a portfolio of renewable projects in Latin America,
the Middle East and North Africa. We have not yet seen much from Jenner after it secured Denham’s backing but, with
Calvet at the helm, we expect that to change over the next 12 months.

Steinar Bysveen EVP of Wind Power, Technologies & Strategy, Statkraft

Bysveen comes onto the Top 100 in place of his boss, Statkraft president and chief executive Christian Rynning-Tønnesen,
because he is more heavily involved with delivering the utility’s wind strategy. Bysveen joined Statkraft in 2010 after holding
other management positions in the energy industry. Statkraft is growing onshore by building the 1GW Fosen complex in
Norway, but is selling most of its offshore assets, in schemes including Dogger Bank (4.8GW), Dudgeon (402MW) and
Sheringham Shoal (317MW). It is also working on the 900MW Triton Knoll offshore scheme with RWE.

Chris Antonopoulos CEO, Lekela Power

Antonopoulos became chief executive of Africa-focused renewables developer Lekela Power when it was launched by
emerging markets investor Actis and development Mainstream Renewable Power in February 2015. The pair formed this
$1.9bn 60:40 joint venture to build a wind and solar portfolio of up to 900MW in Africa by 2018, and it has already secured
a development pipeline of 1.1GW. Most of this is in wind farms in Egypt, Ghana and South Africa; and Lekela added the first
completed project, the 80MW Noupoort wind farm in South Africa, to its portfolio this summer.

Tristan Grimbert President & CEO, EDF Renewable Energy

Grimbert leads the renewables operations of EDF Energies Nouvelles in North America, which includes EDF Renewable
Energy, EDF EN Canada and EDF EN Mexico. His tenure at the firm started in 2004 as president and chief operating
officer, and he was elevated to chief executive in 2008. Under his leadership, EDF’s North American operations have grown
to 3.1GW of installed renewable energy capacity with a further 9GW under service; and 7.7GW of this is wind. The firm
completed wind farms last year including the 250MW Roosevelt and 50MW Milo projects.

Mike Garland CEO, Pattern Energy

Three years ago, Garland’s Pattern Energy was the first US wind developer to undertake a successful IPO, which valued the
firm at $1.2bn. While the firm has suffered from the slump in the US listed yieldco market, it has remained active in 2016.
In January, it completed the construction of the 150MW Fowler Ridge wind farm for Amazon in Indiana; and, in September,
it announced its plans to acquire a 50% stake in the 180MW Armow Wind Farm, in Ontario, Canada, from group company
Pattern Development. Pattern Energy grew its portfolio to 17 wind farms in the US in 2016, with a total capacity of 2.6GW.

Green Giraffe

The renewable energy financial advisors

An unparalleled track record in closing deals for our clients

green-giraffe.eu

-

Follow us on LinkedIn
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Ciaran O’Brien Chairman, Gaelectric

O’Brien became chairman of Irish developer Gaelectric in 2014 after four years as chief executive of Wind Capital Group;
and, before that, he spent seven years as chief financial officer at Airtricity, where he founded the North American business
unit and built it before selling to E.On for $1.4bn in 2007. He is now using his experience to lead Gaelectric’s growth in
Ireland and the US. Gaelectric is also selling a majority stake in its 230MW Irish portfolio so it can reinvest, and last month
selected China General Nuclear Power Corporation as preferred bidder.

Alistair Phillips-Davies CEO, SSE

Phillips-Davies took over as chief executive of SSE in 2013 and put the British utility’s plans to grow in the offshore sector
on hold in 2014, which included exiting the 336MW Galloper and selling a 25% stake in the 588MW Beatrice to
Copenhagen Infrastructure Partners. This May, however, Phillips-Davies announced a major U-turn after saying that he “spat
out his dummy” too early with regards to growth in offshore wind. He has committed for SSE to invest more offshore
because the UK government has made new onshore wind unviable. Watch this space.

Peter Blackmore Chairman & Interim CEO, TerraForm Global & TerraForm Power

SunEdison’s former chief executive Ahmad Chatila made it into the Top 100 last year on the basis of a dramatic push into
wind after its $2.4bn acquisition of US developer First Wind in early 2015 – and has now crashed out after the heavily
indebted company filed for chapter 11 bankruptcy protection in April. Former ShoreTel president and chief executive
Blackmore is tasked with picking up the pieces. He is now seeking buyers for SunEdison’s yieldcos, TerraForm Power and
TerraForm Global, which own 1.5GW and 577MW of wind, respectively.

Frédéric Oudéa CEO, Société Générale

Oudéa has been CEO of French group Société Générale since 2008, and the firm has done some significant deals this year.
The bank was one of the main financiers at the 30MW US offshore scheme Block Island, which is nearing completion, and
so has played a key role in kickstarting the US offshore sector. Since then, the bank has been involved in the financing of the
€1.1bn 309MW Rentel offshore wind farm in Belgian waters; and been appointed by Brookfield to advise on the potential
sale of Irish wind farms totalling 137MW.

Markus Lesser CEO, PNE Wind

Lesser took over as chief executive of German developer PNE Wind in April, and has been tasked with turning the
company around after predecessor Martin Billhardt left in August 2015 following a row over salaries of senior officials.
Lesser joined PNE as chief operating officer in 2011, and is now planning a sale of a 152MW portfolio of operational wind
farms so the firm can raise funds to reinvest in its 4.7GW project pipeline in 13 countries. Before this, he worked in senior
roles for Renergys Group and manufacturer Nordex.

Ted Brandt CEO, Marathon Capital

Brandt co-founded Marathon Capital 17 years ago, to provide independent investment banking and financial advisory
services to the North American wind industry and, over its history, it has advised on projects totalling over 30GW. Legacy
clients include Babcock & Brown, SkyPower, First Wind and Edison International. In the last 12 months, Marathon has
successfully raised the equity capital of the 130MW MPG La Bufa 1 wind farm in Mexico, which, when fully operational, will
meet 60% of the electricity need of Volkswagen’s assembly plant in Puebla in the central American nation.

Sumant Sinha Chairman & CEO, ReNew Power

Sinha set up this Indian clean power producer in 2011, with a $250m backing from Goldman Sachs, having previously
worked for turbine maker Suzlon. ReNew last year brought on board Middle Eastern sovereign wealth fund Abu Dhabi
Investment Authority as a new investor, as it invested $200m. This means that ReNew has raised $655m since it was
founded, which is enough to grow its 1GW mostly wind and solar portfolio to 3GW. Sinha plans to focus more on solar
over the coming years due to policies in India that are more supportive of solar than wind.

Lisa Jackson VP of Environment, Policy & Social Initiatives, Apple

Jackson reports directly to Apple chief executive Tim Cook and heads the renewable energy strategy for this global tech
giant, having joined in 2013 from the US Environmental Protection Agency. She made her first appearance on the Top 100
last year following Apple’s decision to invest €1.7bn in two new 1.8m sq ft data centres in Denmark and the Republic of
Ireland that are running exclusively on renewables, mainly wind. The firm followed this last month by committing to run all
of its offices and data centres using 100% renewable energy.

Mark Vanderhelm VP of Energy, Walmart

Vanderhelm joined US retail giant Walmart in 2015 to lead its energy strategy, spearheading its move towards using more
renewable energy, including wind power. In September 2015, the firm signed a ten-year power purchase agreement to
buy 58% of the power from the 200MW Logan’s Gap wind farm in 2020, which is set to help it meet its goal of 100% of
the electricity it uses from renewables by 2025. Before joining Walmart, Vanderhelm spent over a decade at US energy
company Exelon, where he focused on developing new generation projects.

Anette Eberhard CEO, EKF

Eberhard leads Denmark’s export credit agency EKF, which provides financing, credit and guarantees that helps wind companies to grow overseas. In 2016, EKF’s backing enabled developers Akuo Energy and Eurus Energy to start construction
on the 50MW Florida II wind farm in Uruguay. In addition, EKF has agreed to support Vestas in its long-awaited €2bn deal
to supply turbines totalling 2.2GW for projects in Egypt; and has guaranteed a €208m tranche of funding for the planned
309MW Rentel wind farm in the Belgian North Sea, which reached its €1.1bn financial close last month.
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Anne McEntee President & CEO of Onshore Wind, GE Renewable Energy

McEntee has been at US giant General Electric for 18 years, and became head of renewables in 2013. She now focuses on
onshore wind following GE’s €12.4bn takeover of French firm Alstom’s energy assets in November 2015, while Alstom’s
former renewables head Jérôme Pécresse retains overall control of renewables, including offshore wind. GE’s portfolio of
onshore turbines range from 1.7MW to 3.4MW, and it has installed over 25,000 machines globally. The firm is also working
on ‘smart’ 2-3MW digitally-enhanced turbines; and last month agreed to buy blade specialist LM Wind Power for €1.5bn.

Mortimer Menzel Partner, Augusta & Co.

Menzel has over 20 years’ experience in the banking and legal sectors, and has spent the last decade placing equity finance
in renewable energy deals. At Augusta, Menzel has originated and executed important transactions including sales of turbine
manufacturers, and carried out M&A on 18 offshore wind projects and a host of other onshore schemes. The firm’s
highlights of 2016 have included selling a 107.7MW portfolio of four wind farms in Finland to Allianz Capital Partners for
Impax Asset Management; and the ready-to-build 160MW Tellenes onshore wind project in Stavanger in Norway.

68
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Barben is head of private infrastructure at Swiss-headquartered investor Partners Group, which this year made its debut
investment in the offshore sector by leading the investor consortium in the 400MW German offshore wind development
Merkur, formerly MEG 1. Partners Group has invested in onshore wind projects totalling over 600MW in Europe, Asia and
Australia, including the 240MW Ararat development near Melbourne in Australia. The firm also invests in solar, with almost
800MW in operation and 1.2GW under construction.

Nourse leads the investment strategy at Greencoat Capital, whose Greencoat UK Wind was the first listed wind fund when
it launched in 2013. Its portfolio is now made up of 19 wind farms across the UK with total headline capacity of 420MW,
and all onshore except for the 22.5MW Rhyl Flats. Over the last year, the fund has picked up assets including the 30MW
Stroupster wind farm in northern Scotland for £85m; a 49.9% stake in the 350MW Clyde wind farm in Scotland; and the
20MW Screggagh wind farm in Northern Ireland for £27m.

Michael van der Heijden MD, Amsterdam Capital Partners

Two years ago, van der Heijden led the team that reached the €2.8bn financial close on the 600MW Gemini offshore
wind farm in the Dutch North Sea, which is due to be commissioned next year. He followed that this year by leading the
396MW Merkur project in the German North Sea to financial close. This involved structuring, negotiating and putting in
place a €1.6bn debt and equity package in under a year. This deal has also brought new investors to offshore wind, as the
equity consortium included Partners Group (50%) and InfraRed Capital Partners (25%).

Jan de Nul@mennomulderphotography

RELIABLE BLADE
TECHNOLOGY
LM Wind Power is the world’s leading independent
blade supplier with a strong offshore track record
of 16 offshore windfarms since 1991. This equals
over 3,000 equivalent blade-years of offshore wind
experience. We support our customers by leveraging
wind system design, material and process innovations
in efficient industrialized manufacturing hubs, creating
jobs along the way.

Our engineers are constantly pushing the boundaries of blade
size, airfoil shape and material technology. We are laying the
foundations for lighter and longer blades that are expected
to power turbines of 10 MW and above in the future.

lmwindpower.com
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Henrik Stiesdal Wind Technology Expert

This wind industry pioneer retired from his role as chief technology officer at Siemens at the end of 2014, but we always
expected it to be a ‘non-retirement retirement’. Stiesdal has worked in the wind sector for four decades and made his first
turbine in 1976, with more than 160 other inventions and 650 patents to his name. He is now working on research projects
in areas of personal interest, including floating offshore turbines, and is making his findings publicly available. He is also on
the board of Danish catalysis company Haldor Topsoe.

Juergen Geissinger CEO, Senvion

Geissinger joined German manufacturer Senvion as chief executive in December 2015 after his predecessor Andreas
Nauen stepped down. Geissinger was previously chief executive at technology business Schaeffler, where he grew the
company’s turnover from around €2bn in 1998 to €12bn in 2013. At Senvion, he will be tasked with leading the firm into
emerging markets after it was acquired by US private equity house Centerbridge Partners from India’s Suzlon for €1bn in
2015. Senvion raised €294m in an initial public offering in March 2016.

Gabriel Alonso CEO, EDP Renewables North America

Alonso has worked in wind for 15 years in roles in Europe, North America and North Africa. He joined EDP in early
2007 as managing director for North America, and spearheaded the firm’s expansion in the US as EDP bought developer
Horizon Wind Energy in July 2007 from Goldman Sachs. He became CEO of Horizon in 2008, and the company was renamed EDP Renewables North America in 2008. During his tenure, it has grown its US portfolio fivefold from 800MW to
4GW now, split across 30 wind farms, and the company ranks third in the US in terms of net installed capacity.

Isabelle Kocher CEO, Engie

Kocher took over as chief executive of French utility Engie, previously called GDF Suez, from Gérard Mestrallet in May after
two years in waiting. She has been with the company, which is the world’s largest non-state-owned electricity firm, since
2002, serving previously as industrial affairs advisor to France’s former prime minister, Lionel Jospin. Her elevation comes
at an interesting time for Engie, which is looking to move away from fossil fuels and invest more in renewables – including
€3.8bn in wind, solar and thermal by 2018.

Dana Younger Chief Renewable Energy Specialist, International Finance Corporation

Younger has spent a quarter of a century working at the International Finance Corporation, including 18 years as a senior
specialist on the renewables. The IFC is the private lending arm of World Bank Group and, under Younger’s guidance, its
lending packages are key for wind developers expanding in new markets. This year, the company backed a 36MW BMR
Energy wind farm in Jamaica; and the 100MW Kipeto wind farm it is backing in Africa won a major power purchase agreement. The IFC has also committed a total of $1.8bn for renewables in Turkey, where it is supporting Akfen Energy.

Lino Luison VP of Green Power, Enbridge

Luison has been at Canada’s Enbridge since 2004, and head of its green power, transmission and emerging technology
operations since 2014.This means he leads a business unit that owns stakes of 1.7GW in wind farms totalling 2.7GW.These
include the 400MW UK offshore project Rampion, in which Enbridge bought a 24.9% stake in November 2015, and the
103MW New Creek project in the US. Overall, Enbridge has invested $5bn in green energy projects, mainly wind farms,
since 2002; and says its planned $28bn buyout of US rival Spectra would bolster its balance sheet for further wind deals.

Marc de Jong CEO, LM Wind Power

After a successful career at Dutch technology company Philips, de Jong took over as CEO of LM Wind Power last year. LM
is the world’s largest blade manufacturer and, since 1978, has produced more than 185,000 blades equating to 77GW of
installed wind capacity, and is now set to be acquired by General Electric in a €1.5bn deal announced last month.This means
GE will get to take advantage of LM’s technical expertise, which has led to innovations including the launch in June of the
world’s longest blade, a 88.4 metre monster it developed with the former Areva-Gamesa joint venture Adwen.

Jeffrey Grybowski CEO, Deepwater WindLynch

Grybowski has given a major boost to the nascent US offshore sector in the last 12 months by bringing Deepwater Wind’s
30MW Block Island project, the first offshore wind farm in US waters, to the brink of completion. The five-turbine project
off the coast of Rhode Island is due to start producing electricity this month – and has even attracted the praise of outgoing
US president Barack Obama. Grybowski has been intimately involved in the development of Block Island since its inception
in 2008, and is now working on a 1GW follow-up.

Hans Bünting COO, Renewables, Innogy

It has been a big year for Bünting, who has been given a key role in the restructuring of German utility RWE. The company
announced in late 2014 that it wanted to formally split its green energy operations, including wind farms, into a standalone
company – rather than being part of subsidiary RWE Innogy, of which Bünting was chief executive since 2012. RWE formally set up the new business, now called simply Innogy, in April and is looking for it to drive 60% of the overall sales of RWE
group. Innogy was valued at €20bn in September as it successfully listed 25% on the Frankfurt stock market, raising €5bn.

Nick Gardiner MD & Head of Offshore Wind, UK Green Investment Bank

The UK Government set up the Green Investment Bank in 2012 to oversee the deployment of £3.8bn of its capital in green
energy projects on commercial terms. Since then, the bank has played an instrumental role in growing the UK offshore wind
sector, investing £1.3bn to back eight projects with total capacity of 2.9GW. Its chief executive Shaun Kingsbury has featured
on the Top 100 for the last three years, but it is Gardiner, the bank’s head of offshore wind, who has taken charge of its deals
in offshore wind. Its biggest deals of 2016 include buying a 61% stake in the 194MW Lynn and Inner Dowsing schemes.
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Jonathan Cole MD, Iberdrola Renewables Offshore

Glasgow-born Cole started his career at law firm Pinsent Masons before joining Iberdrola subsidiary ScottishPower
Renewables in 2008. He now heads offshore operations for Iberdrola, which is one of the world’s biggest equity investors
in offshore wind, with a development pipeline of 10GW. Its current projects include the 714MW East Anglia 1, the 500MW
Saint Brieuc, the 389MW West of Duddon Sands and the 350MW Wikinger. He is also involved at board level in a series
of offshore wind industry bodies.

Dominik Thumfart Head of Infrastructure & Energy, Deutsche Bank

Thumfart is head of infrastructure and energy in the debt capital markets and financing solutions EMEA division of this
German bank’s corporate and investment side. Thumfart leads on the origination of infrastructure and energy-related
project and structured finance opportunities. In the last two years, he has been involved in the financings of the 600MW
Gemini and 400MW Veja Mate offshore schemes; and, in November 2015, supported the first offshore wind project bond
for the 330MW Gode Wind 1 tin German waters. His team is also heavily involved in the US tax equity financing market.

Adil Rahmathulla Partner, I Squared Capital

Rahmanthulla was head of investment execution in the Americas at Morgan Stanley before co-founding US-headquartered
private equity group I Squared Capital in 2012. I Squared is an investor in infrastructure, including renewables, in North
America, Europe and key emerging markets. This year, it paid €1bn for Irish utility Viridian, which has over 1GW of wind
farms in operation, under construction or under long-term contracts. Meanwhile Lincoln Clean Energy, in which I Squared
invested in 2015, is working with Amazon on a 253MW project in Texas.

Sachin Shah CEO, Brookfield Renewable

Shah joined Canadian investor Brookfield in 2002 after holding a series of senior management roles. Under his leadership,
the company has bought 321MW of wind farms from Irish utility Bord Gais in 2014; and German developer PNE Wind’s
UK subsidiary, including a 1.2GW project pipeline, in 2015. This year, the firm has been pursuing a bid for SunEdison yieldco
TerraForm Power, which has a 3GW portfolio including 1.5GW of wind farms, alongside private equity firm Appaloosa
Management. Shah has also been mulling a sale of Brookfield’s Canadian and Irish wind assets.

Rafael Mateo CEO, Acciona Energia

It has been a year of major change for Spanish manufacturer and developer Acciona, which in April created a manufacturing
powerhouse as it concluded the €785m merger of its wind operations with German firm Nordex. Mateo has taken the
place of Acciona chairman Jose Manuel Entrecanales Domecq on the Top 100 as he is more involved in the day-to-day
work of the business. Acciona Energia has a presence in more than 20 countries on six continents; and in September, the
company inaugurated the 252MW Ventika complex in Mexico.
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Lucy Heintz Partner & Head of Renewable Energy, Actis

Heintz is a partner and head of renewable energy at private equity house Actis, which gets involved exclusively in the
emerging markets of Africa, Asia and Latin America. Two years ago, her team linked up with Mainstream Renewable Power
to form pan-African investor Lekela Power with the aim of securing a 900MW wind and solar development pipeline in
2018, but it has already reached 1.1GW. Actis has also teamed up with Mainstream on Chile’s Aela Energia, and with
Mesoamerica Investments on Mexico’s Zuma Energia.

Svein Richard Brandtzæg President & CEO, Norsk Hydro

It is not only large US retailers and technology companies making the running when it comes to agreeing large power
purchase agreements with the wind sector. In February, Norwegian industrial firm Norsk Hydro signed a 20-year deal to
buy baseload energy supply of between 0.6TWh and 1TWh from Nordic Wind Power, the Statkraft-led group developing
the 1GW Fosen complex in central Norway. This is the most significant corporate wind PPA agreed in Europe in 2016,
under the leadership of Brandtzæg, who has been Norsk Hydro’s chief executive since 2009.
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Former TPG Capital principal Stefan Kowski took over as managing director of US private equity firm Centerbridge Partners in 2014. He rocketed straight into the Top 100 at number 14 last year after completing one of the biggest wind deals
of 2015: the €1bn buyout of German manufacturer Senvion from India’s Suzlon. Centerbridge has been playing a vital role
over the last 18 months, shaping Senvion’s strategy, including its push into markets like India; and the €294m initial public
offering that the business completed in March. However, he has slipped down the table after making that initial impact.

Lord Irvine Laidlaw first got involved in the offshore wind sector in 2012 when his Highland Group bought the 210MW
Deutsche Bucht offshore wind farm from troubled German firm Windreich; and, in September 2014, bought the 400MW
neighbouring project, Veja Mate, which reached its €1.9bn financial close in June 2015. Meanwhile, this June, the firm signed
a cooperation agreement with Dutch contractor Van Oord to build Deutsche Bucht. He told A Word About Wind last
year that the company would decide on making further renewable energy investments in 2017. We watch with interest.

Nicolas Coons Head of Renewable Energy, Google

Former US Navy submarine officer Coons joined Google in 2012 and now leads the team that invests in renewables. The
US tech giant has so far invested $2.5bn in wind and solar projects with total capacity of 2.5GW, which power around onethird of its operations. Most of these are in North America, but it is also eyeing opportunities in Europe, Africa and AsiaPacific. In 2015, it invested $76m in the 300MW Balko wind farm in Oklahoma. The company has not been as active in the
wind sector in 2016, but has invested in the first utility-scale solar plant in US state Utah, with headline capacity of 104MW.

Mark Florian MD & Head of Infrastructure Funds, First Reserve

Florian joined US investment firm First Reserve in 2008 from Goldman Sachs. He leads First Reserve’s energy infrastructure
funds, focusing on investment origination, execution and exit. The firm made its first investment in onshore wind in 2011
when it set up a $1bn joint venture with Spain’s Renovalia Energy; and it also backed SunEdison’s $2.4bn First Wind
takeover in 2015. In the last 12 months, First Reserve has bought the 230MW Mariah North Wind in Texas; and partnered
with Mexico Power Group on the 130MW La Bufa project.

Justin DeAngelis Managing Director, Denham Capital

DeAngelis joined Denham Capital in 2007 and is responsible for securing investments for the power team. Its investee
firms include South Africa’s BioTherm Energy, which has secured 250MW of wind and solar power purchase agreements in
seven countries in Africa; Jenner Renewables, which Denham linked up with in 2015 to invest in renewables in new markets;
OneWind Australia; and Brazil’s Rio Energy. It also formed a partnership this year with GreenWish Partners to develop a
600MW renewable energy portfolio in Africa by 2020.

Frank Burkhartsmeyer President & CEO, Avangrid Renewables

Burkhartsmeyer has worked for Spanish utility Iberdrola’s US arm since late 2005 and, late last year, Iberdrola Renewables
bought US energy firm UIL Holdings for $3bn to form Avangrid. The Spanish utility saw the deal as a way to diversify from
its paralysed home market, and installed Burkhartsmeyer as president and chief executive of Avangrid’s renewables arm.
This gives him a key role in the US wind sector because Avangrid owns assets worth $30bn, including wind farms with total
capacity of 5.6GW – or, in other words, is the second-largest wind power producer in the US.

Carol Gould Head of Power & Renewables EMEA, Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group

Gould joined Bank of Tokyo-Mitusbishi, part of the Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group, in August 2000 and has around 25 years’
experience of project and export finance. She has been very active in an advisory, structuring and lending capacity in the
offshore wind sector over the last seven years, particularly in the UK. This includes projects such as the 588MW Beatrice
offshore wind farm in UK waters, which reached financial close in May; the 210MW Westermost Rough; and the 402MW
Dudgeon, which achieved a £1.3bn refinancing in May.

Tulsi Tanti Chairman & MD, Suzlon

Tanti has spent the last four years rebuilding this Indian manufacturer after running up big debts on an ill-fated growth plan
outside of India. Suzlon sold its German subsidiary Senvion to US private equity house Centerbridge for €1bn last April to
enable it to focus on India and the US. In August 2016, Tanti said that Suzlon would be able to exit its process of corporate
debt restructuring by March 2017, and the company is aiming to conclude wind and solar deals totalling 15GW over the
next five years. The firm is also looking to grow in Australia.
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In his first interview
after retirement,
Ian Mays talks to
Richard Heap about
the future of RES,
the wind industry
and his own plans
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FACING THE
FUTURE

A

fter four decades in a sector, can you
ever truly retire? You might not be as
involved on a day-to-day basis, but you
are still likely to find your knowledge and
experience in great demand.
This is the situation facing Ian Mays who
was, until last month, chief executive of
RES Group. He led the firm since 1981,
and has spent the last four decades
working in wind. A Word About Wind
went to meet him at RES’s headquarters
in Kings Langley in the UK to discuss his
career, the group’s strategy, the state of
the sector, and what he’s doing next.
But this is not a eulogy. In an hour-and-ahalf-long interview, he explained why the
firm was focusing more on asset management; expanding in sectors including solar
and storage; and why RES is in safe hands
with his replacement, Ivor Catto. Mays is
still enthusiastic about the prospects for
wind. He may be ‘retired’, but that does
not mean he has to leave the sector.
“In retirement, I’m going to step onto the
supervisory board, which sits over RES,
Sir Robert McAlpine Construction, and
the other McAlpine family businesses,” he

says. “I’ll be able to get involved, as appropriate, in the strategic discussions and so
on.”
He says he would consider other non-executive roles on a case-by-case basis, but
that RES is his priority: “RES has been my
life for the last 36 years... If there is something really interesting then I might look at
it, but I’m not intending to be a consultant.
I’m retiring but I’m keeping an interest in
the sector… and my primary focus will be
the McAlpine family businesses.”
We never expected Mays to leave the
sector completely behind. His journey in
wind can be traced back 40 years, and
the growth of RES mirrors the expansion
in the sector over that period.
THIRTY-SIX YEARS AND COUNTING
Mays completed a degree in mechanical
engineering at the University of Reading in 1976, and then started work on a
PhD project that led to the development
of a vertical-axis wind turbine. The first
two years of his PhD were funded by the
Science Research Council and the final
year by the UK’s Department of Energy.
© A Word About Wind, 2016
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Handing over the reins: Ian Mays
with new CEO Ivor Catto

On completion of that work, the UK
Government went to the Sir Robert
McAlpine group to see if it was interested
in further developing horizontal- and vertical-axis turbines.The company said it was,
but it took 18 months for the parties to
complete that process. During that time,
Mays worked for a small firm that was
seeking to use wind as a remote power
supply for the oil industry.

“You need that mix
because you don’t want
to be relying entirely on
solar or relying entirely
on wind.”

Then the McAlpines approached him:
“They said: ‘Come and join us and be
the wind guy,’ which I did. That was at the
beginning of 1981, and we then built a
team from there. By the year 2000, I think
we’d got up to 45 people.”

include offshore wind, solar and other
new technologies including storage; and
employs more than 1,400 people in 13
countries. The business may have been
built on wind, with over 10GW developed,
but RES has also operated in solar for two
decades, completing its first solar photovoltaic project in the UK in 1995.
The company’s diversified portfolio of
wind and solar enables it to get involved in
building schemes in more markets around
the world: “You need that mix because you
don’t want to be relying entirely on solar
or relying entirely on wind,” says Mays.
BENEFITS OF DIVERSITY

During the 1980s, RES mainly focused on
wind research and development; and it
moved into project development in the
1990s following the privatisation of the UK
energy market. The firm developed the
UK’s second wind farm, Carland Cross in
Cornwall, in 1992.

The growth of wind and solar has been in
large part due to the research and development work of firms including RES, but
supportive policies and incentives from
government have helped too. Wind now
generates cheaper electricity than fossil
fuels in some parts of the world.

Mays says those first two decades of
growth were crucial to the company’s
faster expansion since 2000: “The skills we
learnt during in the ‘80s put us in a very
good position to choose really good wind
sites, model them effectively, and then start
to be a good wind developer. We brought
in additional commercial skills to help us
grow that side of the business.”

However, Mays says further government
support is needed to help wind and solar reach the tipping point where they are
consistently cheaper than fossil fuels. Both
are getting close.

RES has now developed over 12GW of
renewables capacity worldwide; expanded
its core markets from onshore wind to

“We need to get to that point as fast as
possible,” he says.“Once we do then it opens
up a huge market and, at that point, the
market will expand hugely because wind
and renewables will then be the power of
choice for everybody, because it’s cheaper
to buy and it’s environmentally sound.”
© A Word About Wind, 2016
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But achieving that will present challenges.
The first is the uncertainty over government
support for renewables in countries including
the UK. The Conservative Party has made
significant cuts to support for new onshore
wind farms since coming to power, unhindered
by a coalition partner, in May 2015. Changes
like this undermine the investments that companies have made in bringing down power
costs. Mays says it is vital that governments
continue to provide clarity to investors.
It is this trend in the UK that has forced RES to
carry out a couple of rounds of restructuring.
In 2014, in anticipation of extra government
pressure on subsidies, RES started the restructuring of its global business that led to an unspecified number of job losses in its UK arm. It
followed this in September 2016 by further reducing its UK onshore wind and development
teams. Mays said at the time that changes to
UK incentives had “led us to review the focus
of our markets, activities and investment”.
The second is the shift to competitive feed-in
tariff auctions in countries including Germany,
which makes it more difficult for developers to
make their schemes stack up financially. At least
Germany has been clear, though, which is what
investors and developers require.
“From an investment perspective, what you
really want is reasonable transparency that
you are going to get your money back and
can compete in the marketplace,” he says. The
best way for developers to secure these is by
signing long-term agreements with governments, or agreeing long-term power purchase
agreements with corporate energy buyers.
And the third big challenge for the industry
is to develop energy storage technology that
is efficient and cost-effective. This is vital to
ensure wind and solar can play an increasingly
large role on electricity grids worldwide, and
RES has invested in storage projects in four
major wind markets: the UK, the US, Germany
and Australia.
As part of its diversified strategy, RES has also
been investing in other technologies including
smart grids and demand-side management
software; and is seeking to expand more in the
asset management sector. The latter area is vital to RES’s growth in the next five years.
EMERGING DISCIPLINE
Managing wind farms throughout their life
cycle is an emerging discipline for developers and investors, with the first generation of

Vital statistics
Name: Ian Mays
Born: August 1953 in Lowestoft, UK
Educated: Wisbech Grammar School, University
of Reading (BSC Hons Mechanical Engineering
and PhD on Wind Energy)
Lives: Hertfordshire, UK
Career: After his PhD, Mays worked for Hawker
Siddeley Aviation, before joining the McAlpine
family business in 1981. He oversaw wind energy
activity and RES, as chief executive, until his
retirement on 31 October 2016. He was also
chairman of British Wind Energy Association,
now RenewableUK, in 1993-4; was president
of European Wind Energy Association (now
WindEurope) in 1995-99; and has been a visiting
professor at the University of Hertfordshire.
Personal interests: Property renovation, low
carbon construction, DIY, gardening
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“What’s been happening
over the last three or four
years in particular is that
utilities are owning less,
and the financial sector
is owning more.”
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wind farms now starting to reach the end
of their operational life. Project owners
are now looking at how they can optimise
their schemes - an opportunity for firms
like RES, with technical expertise.

not fixed a target. Mays has set the direction for RES’s continued evolution even
though he will not be delivering it.

Mays says the influx of institutional
owners into wind in recent years has
created a market for firms that can manage
these assets on a day-to-day basis.

That responsibility will fall to new chief executive Ivor Catto, who joined RES in April
when Mays announced he planned to retire in October, at the age of 63.

“What’s been happening over the last
three or four years in particular is that utilities are owning less, and the financial sector is owning more: infrastructure funds,
and so on. They won’t have the same requirement that utilities have to look after
the assets themselves, and generally don’t
have the experience to do so,” he says. RES
now manages 2.2GW of wind and solar
assets in the UK from its 24/7 control centre in Glasgow. It now plans to roll this out
internationally.

Catto was chief executive of engineering practice Hyder Consulting, the design
consultant on the world’s tallest building,
Dubai’s Burj Khalifa. By contrast, even RES’s
offshore wind farms should be simple. He
managed 5,000 people at Hyder, and operations in Europe, the Middle East, Asia
and Australia. Before this he spent eight
years at engineering consultancy Atkins;
five years at Scottish Power as a business
manager; and five years as a design engineer at Jacobs Babtie.

And this is not the only scheme that RES
has built itself: “That’s how it started but
we’re finding investors now coming to us
and asking: ‘Can you look after this asset
that we bought from other people?’ That’s
where a significant part of the growth will
come from,” he explains.

Mays says that Catto also brings a strong
focus on customer relations, which will be
key as RES deals more with new types of
clients: “For the last 30 years, most of what
we’ve done has been dealing with the utilities, but more recently we’ve been dealing
with the financial institutions and so on.
The number of corporates that we’ll deal
with will grow very fast, so it’s important
that we have the right skills and that he
drives the right approach to that.”

Currently, RES has around 40 people
working in asset management in the UK,
with a further 20 spread across France,
Scandinavia and the US. Mays says the division could grow by between 10% and 20%
a year, or possibly more, but that RES has

HANDING OVER THE REINS

Catto has had a six-month handover
period. Between April and June, he spent
© A Word About Wind, 2016
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three months working in different parts of
the RES empire worldwide; and, since then,
has been based at the firm’s headquarters
in the UK. Mays says the overlap period
has worked well.

“The number of
corporates that we’ll
deal with will grow very
fast, so it’s important that
we have the right skills
and that [Ivor] drives the
right approach to that.”

Alongside his work on RES’s supervisory
board, Mays also intends to stay involved
in the renewables sector.
He is overseeing the construction of a
new home that he intends to be zero-carbon, in both operational performance and
the embodied energy in its construction
materials, within 20 years. He wants to
share the knowledge with the residential
development sector.
It is not the first major property development project that Mays has been involved
with. He was instrumental in turning a former Ovaltine egg factory in Kings Langley
into RES’s zero-carbon headquarters in the
early 2000s. RES bought the site in 2000,
won planning consent in 2001, and started
re-developing it in 2002. Staff moved into
the building in late 2003.
This has been Mays’ home from home for
the last 13 years, but he now follows the
likes of former Siemens chief technology

25
officer Henrik Stiesdal into retirement. It is
another major move as wind’s first wave
of innovators step back from the cut and
thrust of corporate life.
But, despite that, the challenge for RES
and other firms in the industry remains
the same: addressing the issues of climate
change while also providing cheap and
secure power.
“It’s really important to drive the costs
down to get to crossover with fossil fuels
as quickly as possible, and we’re absolutely
focused on that,” he says. “Grid parity is
number one priority for the business, and
number two is enabling technologies to
make sure that renewable future can be
achieved as effectively as possible.”
That does not mean it will be easy. He
continues: “It’ll take time, but I think it’ll be
quicker than everybody thinks. In ten years,
I think we’ll see a huge change.”
So, after 40 years in a sector, can you ever
truly retire? Of course you can, if you want
to. But after an-hour-and-a-half it is clear
that Mays still loves wind. He will want to
see the groundbreaking changes in wind
over the next ten years. n

Will my project
perform as
expected?
When wind is the fuel, accurate
prediction is critical for reducing
production uncertainty.
We can help.
Vaisala – experts in measurement,
assessment, and forecasting for
the renewable energy industry.

www.vaisala.com/renewable
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Torben Möger Pedersen CEO, PensionDanmark

Pedersen continues to be one of wind’s most influential advocates in the pension fund sector. This year, PensionDanmark
concluded its first investment in the UK offshore wind market as the 588MW Beatrice project in Scottish waters reached
financial close. The firm invested through Copenhagen Infrastructure Partners, which owns 35% of Beatrice. Back on dry
land, construction started on Kenya’s flagship wind project, the 310MW Lake Turkana, in which PensionDanmark invested
through its Danish Climate Investment Fund in late 2014.

Marcos Sebares CEO, Cubico Sustainable Investments

Sebares led the global asset and capital structuring team at Spanish bank Santander until he was named chief executive
of Santander joint venture Cubico when it formed in 2015. Cubico was set up by Santander and two of Canada’s largest
pension funds,Teachers and PSP Investments, to invest in renewables and water schemes worldwide. Set up with a portfolio
of 19 assets worth $2bn, the London-based investor this year completed deals including the purchase of two wind farms
in Brazil totalling 392MW for $494m; and a 67MW scheme in Spain.

Irene Rummelhoff EVP for New Energy Solutions, Statoil

Rummelhoff has been at this Norwegian utility since 1991, and took over as head of its new energy solutions business area
in June 2015. This means she is in charge of developing a profitable portfolio in areas including offshore wind. In September,
Statoil agreed to double the size of its stake in the 4.8GW Dogger Bank zone and 317MW Sheringham Shoal wind farm
in UK waters to 50% and 80% respectively by buying the stakes from its Norwegian counterpart Statkraft. Its other key
projects include the 402MW Dudgeon and 30MW floating scheme, Hywind 2.

Michael Polsky President & CEO, Invenergy

Polsky set up Invenergy in 2001 and has grown it into North America’s largest independent wind farm operator. The
company has developed more than 13.7GW of projects, including 67 totalling 7.7GW in the wind sector. In the last 12
months, the business sold an 832MW wind portfolio to one of SunEdison’s yieldcos for $2bn; and started planning on a
291MW project in New York State, where it is due to make a final investment decision in 2018. Invenergy also secured a
225MW power purchase agreement with Google in late 2015. He is a key player with growing influence.

Ian Mays Former CEO, RES Group

Over the last 36 years, Mays has been instrumental in building RES Group into a big global player in wind and solar. Over
that time RES has developed and built more than 12GW of renewable energy capacity globally, including onshore and
offshore wind farms. Mays stepped down as chief executive last month and handed over the reins to Ivor Catto, the former
chief executive of Hyder Consulting. However, Mays is set to remain influential as a member of the company’s supervisory
board; and has set out plans for RES to grow in sectors including asset management and storage.

John Brace President & CEO, Northland Power

Brace joined this Canadian firm in 1988, and has been president and chief executive since 2005. Northland currently owns
stakes of 1.4GW in operational renewables projects and a further 642MW under construction. This includes a 60% stake
in the 600MW Gemini offshore wind farm, where turbine installation completed in August and commissioning is scheduled
for spring 2017; and an 85% stake in the 332MW Nordsee 1. In Asia, it is planning a 1GW offshore scheme in Taiwan. The
company also owns onshore wind projects, and is currently carrying out a strategic review on its future expansion plans.

Wolfgang Bischoff Global Head of Equity, Energy Finance, Siemens Financial Services

Bischoff has worked for the banking arm of Siemens for 15 years and now heads a growing team with serious offshore
wind plans. Over the last couple of years, it has invested in the 600MW Gemini and 402MW Veja Mate projects; and, in
late 2015, entered the partnership developing the 336MW Galloper. This year, Bischoff ’s team has taken part in the £1.3bn
project financing at the 402MW Dudgeon in UK waters; and is bidding with EnBW and DEME Concessions Wind for the
600MW Kriegers Flak project planned off the coast of Denmark.
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Bill Fehrman President & CEO, MidAmerican Energy
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Antoine Cahuzac CEO, EDF Energies Nouvelles
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Fehrman joined Berkshire Hathaway Energy in 2006 to head the integration of PacifiCorp into the firm after a $5.1bn
acquisition; and is now president and chief executive of its subsidiaries MidAmerican Energy and BHE Renewables. In April,
MidAmerican filed a request with the Iowa Utilities Board to develop the $3.6bn 2GW Wind XI project. Overall, the firm
now has wind capacity of 3.5GW, after adding 1.2GW in 2016 as it completed the Highland and Adams projects. It is due
to add 552MW in the Ida Grove and O’Brien projects this year.

Cahuzac took over as chief executive of EDF Energies Nouvelles in 2012 after holding senior roles at corporates including
HSBC.The firm is now looking to grow its European renewables portfolio to over 50GW by 2030, up from around 28GW
at present. This year, it has secured deals including a tie-up with Enbridge to develop three wind farms totalling 1.4GW in
French waters; and commissioned France’s largest onshore wind farm. It is also growing overseas and, in August, acquired
an 80% stake in Chinese developer UPC Asia Wind Management.

Jim Robo Chairman & CEO, NextEra Energy

Robo became president and chief executive of leading US wind developer NextEra Energy in 2012; and was elevated
to chairman in late 2013. The company is a major player in North America and a key voice lobbying for wind in the US
Government. Robo heads a vast portfolio including over 12.5GW of wind farms, which the company owns through
subsidiaries NextEra Energy Resources and NextEra Energy Partners. He also chairs NextEra subsidiary Florida Light &
Power; and played a key role in terminating a $4.5bn merger with Hawaiian Electric in June.
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Eddie O’Connor CEO, Mainstream Renewable Power

Under O’Connor’s guidance, Mainstream has continued to secure major deals in established and emerging markets in
the last year. The firm has almost 10GW of renewable energy capacity in development and has completed 700MW. Its
highlights of the last year include winning seven government contracts in Chile to build 1GW of wind farms; and teaming
up with GE Energy Financial Services to build wind farms worth €1.3bn in Vietnam. Meanwhile, the business has also this
month set up financing arm Mainstream Renewable Capital to offer investment deals and support its own developments.

Dan Revers Managing Partner, ArcLight Capital Partners

Revers co-founded US private equity firm ArcLight in 2000 and has 27 years’ experience of investing in energy. While not
a specialist renewables investor, ArcLight has gained the wind industry’s attention over the last two years as its start-up
portfolio firm Leeward Renewable Energy has concluded deals in the sector. In 2015, it bought the US wind assets of
Australian firm Infigen for $273m; and this year took full control of the 301MW Cedar Creek 1 wind farm in Colorado
as it bought BP’s one-third stake. ArcLight has also invested in firms including CPV Wind Ventures and Hurrikan Power.

Lei Zhang CEO, Envision

Lei founded Envision in 2007 to manufacture onshore and offshore turbines, and since then this Chinese firm has established itself as the second-largest turbine company in its ultra-competitive home market with its ‘smart’ turbines. Envision
now operates on four continents, has installed 7.5GW of its smart turbines globally, and manages over 50GW of assets
worldwide. It further bolstered its focus on digital technology this year by buying the Norwegian digital energy firm
BazeField, which makes wind farm management systems.

Gunnar Groebler Head of Wind, Vattenfall

Groebler is head of wind at Swedish utility Vattenfall, which currently has more than 1,000 turbines in operation across
Europe. In the last 18 months, Groebler has overseen the start of construction on the 288MW Sandbank offshore project
in the German North Sea; and in September won the Danish government’s 350MW nearshore tender. The firm is also
active onshore, and plans to complete its 76-turbine 228MW Pen y Cymoedd in Wales this year. Vattenfall is looking to
grow its renewables arm by 600MW annually and invest €5bn over the next five years.

Hans-Dieter Kettwig CEO, Enercon

Kettwig made it into the top five of the Top 100 two years ago after drawing attention to industry anger at proposed
reforms to German renewable energy laws. Those changes are due to come into force in January 2017 and restrict the
development of new onshore wind farms to 2.8GW a year.That is a threat to Enercon, which is the country’s largest turbine
manufacturer with a market share of more than one-third. This could force Enercon to grow in overseas markets, including
India and the US, and sectors such as storage and smart grids;. and may also make it an acquisition target.

WIND INDUSTRY
AT A CROSSROADS
The wind industry is at a crossroads. Overcoming the challenges of
reducing the Cost of Energy from future offshore wind farms takes world
class engineering capabilities and state-of-the-art testing experience,
alongside process and manufacturing skills built up in a global footprint
over decades. Dedication and creativity alone are not enough.
Developing the LM 88.4 P blade for an 8 MW offshore wind turbine was
a huge undertaking, leveraging all the disciplines of a true global blade
supplier. And we delivered: smoothly and seamlessly interacting with

the client’s development team; swiftly converting numerous load iterations
into tangible and competitive blade design details; and ultimately sticking
to a proven development plan ensuring fastest and safest product launch
of this pivotal component.
The longest, most advanced, wind turbine blade in the world:
LM 88.4 P exceeds all its predecessors and sets the direction.
Together, we capture the wind to power a cleaner world

lmwindpower.com
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Jérôme Guillet MD, Green Giraffe

Guillet is a hugely respected figure in wind energy finance, and his team has worked on a series of huge offshore
fundraisings including €2.8bn for the 600MW Gemini, due to be commissioned in spring 2017, and €1.9bn for the 400MW
Veja Mate. In the last year, Green Giraffe has advised John Laing on the acquisition of 30% in the 111MW Nordergründe in
the German North Sea; worked with WindMW on a €978m bond refinancing; and advised Velocita on a €200m project
financing in France. It has also entered the Australian market.

Henrik Poulsen CEO, Dong Energy

Poulsen led on one of the wind industry’s largest IPOs of 2016 – and one of the year’s most significant in any sector – as
it listed 17.4% of the company in Copenhagen in June, for €2.3bn. This has shown that investors have confidence in Dong’s
strategy in the offshore wind sector, including its growth in North America and Asia. However, Poulsen has slipped down
the Top 100 this year as, while he sets the strategy, it is Dong’s head of wind Samuel Leupold who is more heavily involved
on a day-to-day basis in the Danish utility’s overseas growth and cost reduction plans.

Mark Dooley Head of Infrastructure, Utilities & Renewables in Europe, Macquarie Capital

Dooley joined Macquarie Capital, an investment arm of Australian bank Macquarie, in 2005 and now leads on its renewable
energy deals in Europe. It has been a busy couple of years for his team, which started 2015 by buying a $1bn stake in the
288MW Baltic 2 project in German waters; and played a key role in the resurrection of the 336MW Galloper scheme. This
experience will be vital to Macquarie, which is reportedly the leading bidder in the race to take the UK Green Investment
Bank private in a deal worth an estimated £2bn.

João Manso Neto CEO, EDP Renovaveis

Neto became CEO of EDP Renovaveis in 2014, and runs a wind and solar portfolio of 9.7GW in ten countries in Europe
and the Americas. The firm’s highlights of the last year include its work with online retail giant Amazon on a 100MW wind
farm in Ohio; and the sale of a 49% stake in a 664MW portfolio in Europe to EFG Hermes subsidiary Vortex, which will
enable it to recycle capital to invest in new developments. In September, EDPR secured $342m of equity financing with two
large financial institutions for two US projects totalling 328MW.

Michael Lewis CEO, E.On Climate & Renewables

In January, German utility E.On completed the split of its renewable energy and fossil fuels arms to ensure that clean
energy sources, including wind, can drive the group’s growth. Tasked with driving this growth is Michael Lewis, E.On Climate
& Renewables chief executive. The company currently operates 5.2GW of renewable energy generation capacity and is
the world’s eighth-largest firm when ranked by onshore wind capacity. It is also a key member of the group that owns the
world’s largest operational offshore wind farm, the 630MW London Array.

Jens Tommerup Co-CEO, MHI Vestas

Tommerup is co-CEO of MHI Vestas with Tetsushi Mizuno, who has recently replaced Jin Kato, and being based in Denmark
gives him a closer overview of day-to-day operations than his Japanese colleague. He has led the joint venture as it has
shaken up the European offshore turbine market by going toe-to-toe with market leader Siemens. This year, the manufacturer has continued to pick up large orders, including at Vattenfall’s 406MW Horns Rev 3 off Denmark; Dong Energy’s
330MW Walney Extension phase one; and Highland Group’s 252MW Deutsche Bucht in German waters.

Steve Howard Chief Sustainability Officer, Ikea

Formerly founder of the Climate Group, Steve Howard has led on sustainability at Ikea since 2011, and this Swedish furniture retailer has big ambitions for wind. Ikea last year committed to investing €500m by 2020 to help fight climate change;
and has also pledged to be a net producer of energy, which it will generate from renewables, by 2020. The retailer now
produces over half of the energy it uses in its operations with renewables, and owns schemes including the 165MW Cameron wind farm in Texas. Howard is passionate about pushing these targets further – and encouraging others to do so too.

David Foley Senior MD, Blackstone & CEO, Blackstone Energy Partners

Based in New York, Foley oversees Blackstone’s investments in the global energy sector, and over the last 12 months
Blackstone Energy Partners has concluded a series of major sales. In June, it sold its 80% stake in developer WindMW, which
owns the 288MW offshore scheme Meerwind Sud and Ost, for around €1.3bn to China Three Gorges Corporation; and
sold the 252MW Ventika wind farm in Mexico to Sempra Energy. The company also raised a $4.5bn fund in 2015 to invest
across the energy sector, so we expect more deals in wind in 2017.

Jerry Hunter Vice President of Infrastructure, Amazon Web Services

Amazon Web Services, the business IT arm of online retail giant Amazon, was the second-largest non-utility purchaser of
wind power in the US last year. Jerry Hunter, the firm’s vice president of infrastructure, is leading its effort to power all of its
data centres with clean energy, including from wind farms. In the last year, AWS has started construction on a 100-turbine
253MW facility in Texas that is due to open next year. Its other major wind farms include its 208MW US East project in
North Carolina and 150MW Fowler Ridge in Indiana.

Lars Bondo Krogsgaard CEO, Nordex

Krogsgaard featured on our inaugural Top 100 in 2012 after driving strong sales growth at this German manufacturer, and
re-entered the Top 100 last year after taking over as chief executive in June 2015. Since then, he has climbed the rankings
after overseeing the €785m buyout of the wind turbines arm of Spanish firm Acciona, which concluded in April 2016. This
is a key deal for the German manufacturer as it seeks to strengthen its operations in the emerging markets where Acciona
has built a strong presence; and highlights how vital M&A is to firms who want to grow market share.
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Ray Wood MD & Head of Global Power & Renewables, Bank of America Merrill Lynch

Wood has built a reputation as a big dealmaker in US wind thanks to his 25 years of working in investment banking, including over 20 years focused on energy. He spent 22 years at Credit Suisse before joining Bank of America Merrill Lynch in
2012, where he heads global renewables and is now focused on deals including project financings and corporate M&A.
This year, his team has acted on deals including $360m construction financing for a 253MW Amazon wind farm in Texas;
and $500m tax equity financing for the 400MW Cimarron Bend. He is one of wind’s top financial deal-makers in the US.

Rory O’Connor MD, BlackRock & BlackRock Renewable Power (Head of Europe)

O’Connor is a managing director at BlackRock, the world’s largest asset manager, and heads renewable energy investments.
This year, the company completed an initial close for its latest renewable power fund, Renewable Income Europe, with
€275m in commitments from a range of institutional investors in Europe and Asia. BlackRock’s infrastructure business owns
and manages 66 wind and solar projects in Europe and North America; and, since 2011, has raised over €1.8bn in equity
capital for four funds to invest in renewables. He is a reliable presence in the European renewables sector.

Sandy Reisky Chairman & Chief Strategy Officer, Apex Clean Energy

Reisky is a serial entrepreneur in the renewable energy sector who has founded companies that have developed wind and
solar facilities worth over $4bn across the US. He sold his previous wind company Greenlight Energy to BP in 2006; and,
in 2009, founded Apex Clean Energy. In the seven years since, Apex has built a 12GW portfolio of projects, and last year
completed projects totalling 1GW in the US. Its projects include the 299MW Kay Wind in Virginia, which it completed late
last year, and the 174MW Grant Plains in Oklahoma.

John Eber Managing Director of Energy Investments, JP Morgan

Eber manages JP Morgan’s for tax-motivated equity investments in energy assets, and leads a 20-strong team. Since 2003,
he has been responsible for around $12.8bn of renewable energy tax equity, including financings for more than 14GW of
wind power in 122 projects in 22 US states; and is also active in the solar and geothermal sectors. Eber has been a member
of the American Wind Energy Association’s board of directors since 2007; and is a key commentator on the financial side
of US wind, including this year on thorny topics such as yieldcos. He has been at JP Morgan since 1988.

Ignacio Martin Chairman & CEO, Gamesa

Since 2012, Martin has played a key role in leading this Spanish manufacturer and developer away from its ailing home
market and into new opportunities both overseas and offshore. Gamesa’s experience in emerging markets in Asia and the
Americas was a key factor in the decision by German giant Siemens to acquire the company and merge it with its own wind
operations, creating a business with combined sales of €9.3bn. The merger is scheduled to complete in the first quarter of
2017, with Siemens holding 59% of the combined company and existing Gamesa shareholders owning the remaining 41%.

Xabier Viteri Solaun Director of Renewable Energy Business, Iberdrola

Spanish utility Iberdrola has spent the last few years growing outside of its paralysed home market, under the guidance
of chairman and chief executive Ignacio Galan. However, it is Solaun, who has spent 25 years at Iberdrola including ten as
head of its renewables division, that is more involved in wind on a day-to-day basis. While the firm has been expanding in
emerging markets, its three main regions are still Spain; the US, where Iberdrola last year bought UIL Holdings for $3bn
to form Avangrid; and the UK, where it operates as Scottish Power Renewables and has a 10GW offshore wind pipeline.

Jakob Baruel Poulsen Managing Partner, Copenhagen Infrastructure Partners

Five former Dong Energy employees run this Danish infrastructure investor, which they set up in 2012 with €200m from
PensionDanmark and a mandate to invest in renewables in Europe and North America. Led by Poulsen, the team has
concluded big wind deals over the last 18 months, including a €250m mezzanine loan for the 402MW Veja Mate. In the US,
it bought two projects totalling 516MW in Texas from Tri Global Energy in July 2016; and offshore developer, WindMW. CIP
also owns 35% of the 588MW UK project Beatrice.

Wu Gang Founder & Chairman, Goldwind

Wu is a leading figure in Chinese wind as founder and chairman of the country’s largest turbine manufacturer. Under Wu’s
leadership, the firm last year overtook Vestas as the world’s largest turbine maker by new installations, ending three decades
of dominance by European and US firms. The company has attributed its success to its focus on innovative technology
and driving down costs, but the fact that new wind installations in China topped 30GW last year played a big part. Wu’s
challenge now is to hold onto that top spot as growing demand for electricity slows in China.

Markus Tacke CEO, Siemens Wind

Tacke took over as chief executive of the wind arm of Siemens in 2013, and the German giant has been fighting hard this
year to retain its position as the leading offshore turbine maker. It has won key offshore deals, including at the 714MW East
Anglia 1 project in UK waters, as well as a host of onshore deals.The firm is now seeking to increase its presence in emerging markets in Asia and the Americas with the acquisition of Gamesa, which is set to create a business with combined sales
of €9.3bn. The merger is due to complete in the first quarter of 2017.

David Jones Head of Renewable Energy, Allianz Capital Partnersr

Jones joined Allianz Capital Partners, the alternative asset investment arm of German insurer Allianz, in October 2004
before the firm made its initial commitment to investing in renewable energy. The company has since built a portfolio of
71 renewables assets, of which 64 are wind farms and the other seven are solar parks, that is valued at more than €3bn.
Over the last 18 months, Jones has led Allianz Capital Partners to diversify into Austria, Finland and the US alongside its
operations in Germany, France, Italy and Sweden. Read our Landmark Deals report from September for his views on the market.
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Samuel Leupold EVP & Head of Wind Power, Dong Energy
Leupold has been with Dong Energy since 2013 and heads its wind power division. He has taken the
place of Dong chief executive Henrik Poulsen in our top five because of his key role in the day-to-day
delivery of the Danish utility’s biggest plans.
His background at firms including BKW, Bühler and ABB has given him vital experience to help Dong
Energy drive down the levelized cost of energy to under €100/MWh including transmission at the
700MW Borssele 1 and 2 projects in Dutch waters.The offshore wind sector took notice when Dong
won this groundbreaking tender in July.
Leupold is also heading Dong’s plans to take its offshore wind expertise into the US and Asia; and
is taking the lead on its major projects in its core European market, including the 1.2GW Hornsea
1; 660MW Walney Extension; 582MW Gode Wind 1 and 2; and 580MW Race Bank. By 2020, the
company is aiming to more than double its installed capacity from 3GW now to 6.5GW. With a team
of 2,000 people, Leupold is key to making that happen.
Find out more in our profile interview with Leupold on page 6.

Li Enyi President, China Longyuan Power
Li became president of China Longyuan Power in 2013, and he still holds one of the biggest jobs in
wind. Longyuan is the renewables arm of state-run power firm China Guodian, which makes it the
largest wind developer in the world’s biggest market.
More than 30GW of new wind farms were completed in China last year, which Longyuan responsible
for 2.2GW of these. That means Longyuan was responsible for only slightly less new wind capacity in
2015 than India (2.6GW) and more than Canada (1.5GW).
However, the eyes of the wind sector will be on China next year, as this fast-growing market is forced
to cope with slowing growth. That will put extra pressure on the likes of Li.
Chinese wind companies are heading into a tough 2017 as the government grapples with its
economic slowdown, electricity oversupply and a desire to reduce subsidies. In September, Longyuan
saw its share price fall 9.1% -- its largest drop since March 2010 – as China set out plans to cut the
incentives paid for wind and solar power. Longyuan’s share price has not yet recovered – and, in 2017,
it will be a key indicator of the health of wind in China.

Francesco Venturini CEO, Enel Green Power
Venturini has rocketed up the Top 100 this year after some big deals at Enel Green Power, the
renewables arm of Italian utility, and his growing profile in the industry.
The firm is continuing to sniff out opportunities in emerging and established markets. For example,
it last month secured a ten-year power purchase deal with HSBC in Mexico for electricity from the
planned 200MW Dominica wind farm. It is funding its growth in emerging markets by selling out of established markets, including the disposal of its Portuguese arm Finerge for €900m in September 2015.
Venturini’s role in the parent group is also growing. He has been instrumental to Enel Green Power’s
€3.1bn reintegration into the main Enel business, which is putting renewables at the heart of the firm’s
growth plans, and is working closely with Enel CEO Francesco Starace.
And finally, he has growth his own profile in the sector this year, and was named chairman of
WindEurope in April. He now has a key role to play in lobbying the European Union for tougher
renewable energy targets for EU member states and continued priority access to the grid. This is key
if Europe is to take back its leadership position in renewables from fast-growing markets in North
America and Asia.

Anders Runevad Group President & CEO, Vestas
Runevad took over at Vestas four years ago after the Danish firm issued a series of profit warnings,
and led a turnaround strategy that established the company as the world’s largest manufacturer –
although it has since been leapfrogged by China’s Goldwind. He topped our Top 100 last year for that
turnaround and is still one of the most respected figures in the sector.
The company has continued to revel in its healthier financial situation over the last year. In August,
after a “better than expected” first half, the firm launched a €400m share buyback programme to
adjust its financial structure after its share price grew to an eight-year high.
It has also continued to secure high-profile deals in both established and emerging markets; while its
joint venture MHI Vestas has been taking the fight to Siemens offshore.
In addition, it has kept investing in growing its operations and maintenance arm, and this year bought
European turbine servicing firm Availon for €88m.This followed its €55m buyout of Upwind Solutions
in December. Runevad has been tasked with leading Vestas to sustainable growth, and expanding in
O&M – to support the financial investors entering the sector – is one way he hopes to achieve this.
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President & CEO, GE Renewable Energy

GE Renewable Energy is not the world’s largest wind turbine manufacturer. It ranked third behind China’s Goldwind and Denmark’s Vestas by
total sales last year, with a market share of just under 10%.
But, under the leadership of Pécresse, the business has made a series
of interesting moves that are set to shape wind in the years to come.
Pécresse joined French manufacturer Alstom in 2010 and headed its
renewables operations until late 2015, when General Electric completed its acquisition of Alstom’s energy assets – including in wind – for
€12.4bn. He now heads GE Renewable Energy worldwide, reporting
directly to GE chief executive Jeff Immelt, but is still based in Paris.
In the onshore sector, GE has installed more than 30,000 turbines; and
its buyout of Alstom gave it a foothold in the offshore sector too, with
the 6MW Haliade offshore turbine.The company has this year supplied
five of the machines for the first wind farm in US waters, the 30MW
Block Island; and has been named preferred supplier for the 396MW
Merkur scheme in the German North Sea, which reached financial
close in August.
Pécresse has also managed to lead GE to one of the most interesting takeovers in the global wind sector this year, as it announced last

month that it is set to buy Danish blade specialist LM Wind Power for
€1.5bn from private equity firm Doughty Hanson.
LM started producing turbine parts in 1978 and has since made more
than 185,000 blades; and Pécresse has said this deal would help GE to
make fast cuts to the levelised cost of wind energy. This will be crucial
for the sector, and we expect more buyouts of businesses across the
supply chain in 2017. The LM deal is due to complete in the first half
of next year. We are also intrigued to see how this affects LM’s relationships with other manufacturers over the short- and medium-term
As a leading player in the US market, GE is well-positioned to
prosper as developers take advantage of certainty in the market
following the US Government’s five-year extension of the wind
production tax credit, which was extended last December. This
certainty is in stark contrast to the fragmented picture in Europe and
shows a US market in the ascendancy.
Finally, it is less than a year since GE launched its ‘digital wind farm’
concept, which seeks to use web-enabled software and hardware in
turbines to help make them more efficient. It is not the only firm seeking to use technology to improve the efficiency of its turbines and cut
the cost of wind power, but it is among the most high-profile. n
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1

8

Jérôme Pécresse

GE Renewable Energy

President & CEO

2

1

Anders Runevad

Vestas

CEO

3

42

Francesco Venturini

Enel Green Power

CEO

4

6

Li Enyi

China Longyuan Power

President

5

-

Samuel Leupold

Dong Energy

Head of Wind

6

7

David Jones

Allianz Capital Partners

Head of Renewable Energy

7

4

Markus Tacke

Siemens Wind

CEO

8

15

Wu Gang

Goldwind

Chairman

9

21

Jakob Baruel Poulsen

Copenhagen Infrastructure Partners

Managing Partner

10

-

Xabier Viteri Solaun

Iberdrola Renewables

CEO

11

2

Ignacio Martin

Gamesa

Executive Chairman

12

-

John Eber

JP Morgan

MD - Energy Investments

13

-

Sandy Reisky

Apex Clean Energy

Chairman

14

40

Rory O'Connor

BlackRock

MD, BlackRock & BlackRock Renewable Power (Head of Europe)

15

58

Ray Wood

Bank of America Merrill Lynch

MD Head of Global Power & Renewables

16

45

Lars Bondo Krogsgaard

Nordex

CEO

17

-

Jerry Hunter

Amazon Web Services

VP of Infrastructure

18

13

David Foley

Blackstone

Senior MD (& Blackstone Energy Partners CEO)

19

12

Steve Howard

Ikea

Chief Sustainability Officer

20

10

Jens Tommerup

MHI Vestas

Co-CEO

21

-

Michael Lewis

E.On Climate & Renewables

CEO

22

25

João Manso Neto

EDP Renovaveis

CEO

23

-

Mark Dooley

Macquarie Capital

Head of Infrastructure, Utilities & Renewables - Europe

24

3

Henrik Poulsen

Dong Energy

CEO

25

26

Jérôme Guillet

Green Giraffe

Managing Director

26

20

Hans-Dieter Kettwig

Enercon

CEO

27

31

Gunnar Groebler

Vattenfall

Head of Wind

28

11

Lei Zhang

Envision

CEO

29

16

Dan Revers

ArcLight Capital Partners

Managing Partner

30

41

Eddie O’Connor

Mainstream Renewable Power

CEO

31

-

Jim Robo

NextEra Energy

Chairman & CEO

32

22

Antoine Cahuzac

EDF Energies Nouvelles

CEO

33

55

Bill Fehrman

MidAmerican Energy

President & CEO

34

28

Wolfgang Bischoff

Siemens Financial Services

Global Head of Equity, Energy Finance

35

48

John Brace

Northland Power

President & CEO

36

36

Ian Mays

RES Group

Former CEO

37

66

Michael Polsky

Invenergy

President & CEO

38

-

Irene Rummelhoff

Statoil

EVP for New Energy Solutions

39

38

Marcos Sebares

Cubico Sustainable Investments

CEO

40

29

Torben Möger Pedersen

PensionDanmark

CEO

41

18

Tulsi Tanti

Suzlon

Chairman & MD

42

46

Carol Gould

Mitsubishi UFG Financial Group

Head of Power & Renewables

Frank Burkhartsmeyer

Avangrid Renewables

President & CEO

Justin DeAngelis

Denham Capital

Managing Director

43

-

44

44

45

-

Mark Florian

First Reserve

MD & Head of Infrastructure Funds

46

56

Nicolas Coons

Google

Head of Renewable Energy Investing, Developed Markets &
Technologies

47

30

Irvine Laidlaw

Highland Group

Owner

48

14

Stefan Kowski

Centerbridge Partners

Managing Director

49

-

Svein Richard Brandtzæg

Norsk Hydro

President & CEO

50

59

Lucy Heintz

Actis Investments

Partner & Head of Renewable Energy
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51

-

Rafael Mateo

Acciona Energia

CEO

52

60

Sachin Shah

Brookfield Renewable

President & COO

53

-

Adil Rahmathulla

I Squared Capital

Partner

54

50

55

-

Dominik Thumfart

Deutsche Bank

Head of Infrastructure & Energy

Jonathan Cole

Iberdrola Renewables Offshore

MD

56

-

Nick Gardiner

UK Green Investment Bank

MD & Head of Offshore Wind

57

69

Hans Bünting

Innogy

COO, Renewables

58

77

Jeffrey Grybowski

Deepwater Wind

CEO

59

52

60

-

61

33

Marc de Jong

LM Wind Power

CEO

Lino Luison

Enbridge

VP of green power

Dana Younger

International Finance
Corporation

Chief Renewable Energy Specialist

62

-

Isabelle Kocher

Engie

CEO

63

-

Gabriel Alonso

EDP Renewables North America

CEO

64

-

Juergen Geissinger

Senvion

CEO

65

54

Henrik Stiesdal

Independent

Wind technology expert

66

73

Michael van der Heijden

Amsterdam Capital Partners

Managing Director

67

32

Richard Nourse

Greencoat Capital

Managing Partner

68

-

Michael Barben

Partners Group

Partner & Head of Private Infrastructure

69

65

Mortimer Menzel

Augusta & Co.

Partner

70

24

Anne McEntee

GE Renewable Energy

President & CEO, Onshore Wind

71

37

Anette Eberhard

EKF

CEO

72

-

Mark Vanderhelm

Walmart

VP, Energy

73

70

Lisa Jackson

Apple

Vice President of Environment, Policy & Social Initiatives

74

68

Sumant Sinha

ReNew Power

Chairman & CEO

75

71

76

-

Ted Brandt

Marathon Capital

CEO

Markus Lesser

PNE Wind

CEO

77

-

Frédéric Oudéa

Société Générale

CEO

78

-

Peter Blackmore

TerraForm Power /
TerraForm Global

Chairman & Interim CEO

79

-

Alistair Phillips-Davies

SSE

CEO

80

49

Ciaran O'Brien

Gaelectric

Chairman of Board of Directors

81

80

Mike Garland

Pattern Energy

CEO

82

-

Tristan Grimbert

EDF Renewable Energy

President & CEO

83

-

Chris Antonopoulos

Lekela Power

CEO

84

-

Steinar Bysveen

Statkraft

EVP for Wind Power, Technologies & Strategy

85

-

86

81

87

-

88

-

89

74

Jorge Calvet

Jenner Renewables

CEO

Joost Bergsma

Glennmont Partners

Managing Partner & CEO

Declan Flanagan

Lincoln Clean Energy

CEO

Marie de Graaf

ABN Amro

Head of Renewable Energy

Ian Berry

Aviva Investors

Head of Infrastructure Equity

90

78

Thomas Brehler

KfW IPEX-Bank

Global Head of Power, Renewables & Water

91

87

Fraser McLachlan

GCube Insurance Services

CEO

92

-

Gernot Blanke

WPD

CEO

93

84

Paddy Padmanathan

ACWA Power

President & CEO

94

-

Ward Thomas

Sentient Science

President & CEO

95

-

Ross McArthur

John Laing

MD for Renewable Energy

96

-

Martin Pacovsky

CEZ Group

Head of Renewables

97

-

Alexandra von Bernstorff

Luxcara

Managing Partner

98

-

Laura Folse

BP Wind Energy

CEO

99

-

Paul Gaynor

Longroad Energy

CEO

100

-

Alla Weinstein

Trident Winds

Founder
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KEY DATES

Top decision-makers in wind energy finance trust A Word About Wind
to deliver news, analysis and new business connections
You can take advantage of our membership and subscription services, and join over 2,500
other senior industry executives, by signing up for the service today. To register for a free
30-day newsletter trial visit: www.awordaboutwind.com
Our rapidly-expanding membership base benefits from a range of intelligence, insight and
networking services. In addition to the newsletter, published three times every week, we
also publish special reports and run events. You can see key dates for our forthcoming
programme of reports and events below:

Events
March			
June 		
September		
October		
November		

Reports
Quarterly Drinks Q1
Quarterly Drinks Q2
Quarterly Drinks Q3
Annual Conference
Quarterly Drinks Q4

10th January		
7th March		
9th May		
11th July		
5th September
7th November

Finance 2017
Women in Wind
Emerging Markets
Special Report (TBC)
Landmark Deals
Top 100 Power People

“Membership helps me stay connected to the leading industry participants
and to keep updated on the weekly news impacting the sector.“
Nicola Riley, Head of Wind Energy UK, Fichtner

Vital market insight at A Word About Wind annual conference in October 2016
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